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R E F E R E N C E S 
LECTURES AND COUJOQUIA 
ABSTRACT 
Nitrosation i s a major area o f work i n physical organic eh<soist£ys which i s o f 
interest as an academic study i n i t s own r i g h t but i s also of wider i n t e r e s t 
owing to the carcinogenicity o f cams W=nitrosa> compounds,, The precept work 
has been concerned with some of the reactions involving the nitroso group at 
nitrogen g osq/gen and salphtar sites,, The approach has been to determine rate 
constants f o r the reactions involved and to use these to establish mechanism 
and r e l a t i v e r e a c t i v i t i e s o The work covers four areas§ 
( i ) Denitrosation o f N-nitrosoamines i n solvents other than water„ I t has 
been found that some solvents do enhance the rate of denitrosation r e l a t i v e 
to that i n water„ 
( i i ) Diazotisation o f aromatic amines,, This reaction proceeds v i a the formation 
o f an N=nitroso intenaediate 0 The r e l a t i v e r e a c t i v i t i e s o f a number o f n i t r o s a t i n g 
species i n t h i s reaction have been established,, 
( i i i ) Nitrosation o f thiols„ Few k i n e t i c studios have been made of S=nitrosation 
(compared to N=>nitrosation) 0 here the rates o f reaction o f some thiocarboxylie 
acids tai*jasd n i t r o s a t i n g species have been determined and comparisons with other 
substrates drawn,, 
( i v ) Nitrosation o f alcohols,, The ki n e t i c s o f ni t r o s a t i o n o f alcohols has 
already been studied i n some detail„ and here the aim has been to use t h i s 
reaction to throw soae l i g h t on the nature o f the intermediate i n aqueous 
n i t r o s a t i o n 0 
CHAPTER ONE 
Denitrosation of N=nitroso compounds 
Introduction 
N-nitrosoamines are formed by the reaction of a secondary amine 
and nitrous acid„ This was a standard test f o r secondary amines as the 
product of the reaction i s usually an o i l y orange-yellow liquids 
R R V \ 
NH HNO„ -4 N-=N * HO / 2 7 / \\ 2 
R/ R O 
The carcinogenic properties of N-nitroso compounds are well known, 
and many reviews on the subject have been written'! Denitrosation i s essentialy 
the reverse of the above reaction s the conversion of an N-nitrosoamine to 
the corresponding secondary amine,, This i s a useful reaction as i t provides 
a means of destroying these p o t e n t i a l l y toxic compounds,, The mechanism of the 
reaction has been studied i n depth and a review of the previous studies i s 
given below» This i s followed by an account of the present works, a study of 
the effect of changing the solvent on the rate of the denitrosation reaction,, 
Q"^j--t_^tj- ve aspects o f denitrosation 
Denitrosation of an N=nitrosoamine affords a method of synthesising 
a secondary amine,, Most synthetic methods involve the reduction of the nitroso 
groups, simple a l k y l nitrosoamines can be reduced to the corresponding hydrazine 
with zinc i n acetic acid 0 Compounds with substituents larger than propyl 
require more vigorous conditions p giving the secondary amine as the main product, 
2 
A more recent method i s to reduce with i r o n pentacarbonyl p t h i s 
involves hydrogen abstraction from the solvent as shown belowD 
R R 
N~NO * Fe(CO) v NH 4- Fe(CO) A <• CO 
/ b BuO ^ / 4 2 
R 
3 
Some nxtrosoamxnes can be reduced photochemically 0 Denitrosation occurs 
quantitatively i n concentrated mineral acid provided that the formed nitrous 
j-" 
f 4 acid i s removed using a n i t r i t e 0 trap, I n some early studies cuprous chloride 
was used i n t h i s way5 and i n l a t e r work urea f lhydrazine and other compounds 
have been used0 
H RJ«0 
H2° 
R2NH HNO. 
Cu 2Cl 2 
NO + Cu2"5" -i- Cl' 
In the absence of a n i t r i t e t r a p 9 aromatic N«nitrosoamines 
also undergo rearrangement to give the C=nitroso compound as a side product„ 
The nitrous acid l i b e r a t e d during denitrosation forms the basis of the 
Liebermann test which i s given by nitrosoamines on warming with sulphuric acid 
i n the presence of phenol„ A red colour i s formed which undergoes a change 
to blue on addition of base,, 
PhCH 
PhOH "NO*1 
H 
OH UH 
N = N O 
(red) 
OH 
(blue) 
N 
3 o 
1<,20 The mechanistic scheme 
The f i r s t k i n e t i c studies of denitrosation were 
5 
carried out by Russian workers,, They found that the rate of denitrosation of 
a nitrosoamine was greater i n HC1 than i n HoS0 o l t was suggested that a 
hydrogen bonded complex was formed between the acid and the nitrosoamine 3 
followed by either unimolecular scission to give NO or nucleophilic 
attack on the hydrogen bonded complex,, This theory was not based on any 
experimental evidence and recent k i n e t i c studies have shown that t h i s i s not 
the case,, The reaction has now been shown to proceed v i a nucleophilic attack 
on the protonated nitrosoamine as shown i n the scheme below 0 
R. 
R 
+ H 
K 
k 
Nuc 
NH NONuc 
NONuc trap 8 ^ Various products 
Nuc = I 5Br 9C1 j,SCN jThioureapI^Oo 
Trap - Sulphamic acid Phydra2ine ahydrazoic acid 2ascorbic acid etc<= 
Although t h i s scheme shows the s i t e of protonation of the i\r=nitrosoamine as 
the amino nitrogen atomp there are other protonation sites,, Owing to t h e i r 
low bas^icityj pK^ values for N=nitroso compounds are few„ Evidence suggests 
that o f the possible conjugate acid species P that which corresponds to the 
O >protonated form i s the more stable,, 
R R 
N~N <g »• N^N 
R OH R' OH 
The other possible sites are the nitrogen atomss as shown be.low„ 
R R 
NH-N „N«-*NH 
/ ^ / ^ 
R 0 R 0 
52 
MoOo calculations show that the species with the protonated amino group 
has a s t a b i l i s a t i o n energy of 6 7 k J m o l = 1 greater than the O=protonated species< 
*H nom 0rf^ 9^^ studies show that on protonation e#=^ te@=^ s©*fe5^ i=£!se^ s i n dimethyl 
nitrosoamine (CH_) NNO i n HSO F„SbF (magic acid) the methyl groups remain 
5 
inequivalent 9 which i s consistent with the O~protonated form,, Other n om 0r 0 
9 
studies show the existence of several protonated species i n solution though 
i t i s not clear as to what they are„ Further support f o r 0=protonation i s 
given by the fact that N~nitrosoamines do have considerable dipolar characters, 
8 
and O=complexes have been isolated,, Some isomeric forms are shown,, R RV-> R v + ° 
/ % / \- / 
R 0 R 0 R 
I t appears that for dsnitrosation 0 protonation on the amino nitrogen atom i s 
necessary and so a small concentration of t h i s species must be present i n 
solution,, 
Values of the for^ward rate constant ) ^ o r "the protonation 
step i n the denitrosation mechanism have been obtained for a series o f 
6 
N-substituted nxtrosoamxnes and have been found to be less than expected 
for d i r e c t N=protonation 9 and with very l i t t l e difference i n magnitude 
between the nitrosoamines 0 
k 
PhNRNO -I- SH P > PhNRNO 
5 a 
This evidence suggests that K=pjrotonation may occur v i a an CHprotonated 
intermediate,. 
R rapid 
Ph 
R 
-i - S 
slow 
Ph 1/ 
O 
The denitrosation reaction i s usually observed spectrophotometrically by following 
the disappearance o f the nitrosoaraine i n the iioVo region D The observed rate 
constant i s given by§ 
Rate = k Q f R^NKo] 
the rate can also be defined according to the above scheme asi 
Rate - k [R^NCOaJI NUCJ = f R ^ N H j f NONucJ 
i f a steady state i s applied t o NOJjuc we get the escpressiong 
| KONuc] s • ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ = = ^ ^ = = = ^ 
^ [ R ^ J M ] + k 2 [ t r a p ] 
Making the assumption that the N=nitrosaxaine acts as a Haraaett bases 
[ R1R2K«KD ] ~ Kh Q [ R^NKO j 
K s I/K f o r the nitrosoaiaine 0 I t i s also assumed that only a ssaall concentrat= a 
=ion o f the nitrosoamine i s protonated and that proton transfer i s rapido 
6 0 
The expression for the observed rate constant becomes; 
0 
k 2 k l * % | [ N - u Q I trap 
,NHl I f the trap i s i n s u f f i c i e n t excess,, the condition k^ftrap^j k Jp^R^ 
prevails and the reaction becomes zero order i n added t r a p 0 The observed 
rate constant i s then given by k Q = k^Kh^NucJo I t i s usual to study the re-
daction under these conditions as i t i s e f f e c t i v e l y irreversible,, There are 
many instances i n which the above rate expression i s found to apply,, 
l„J3o The jrat® limitin_g__step 
Since the reaction between the n i t r i t e species and the trap 
should be rapid and i r r e v e r s i b l e ^ the rate l i m i t i n g step for denitrosation 
i s expected to be that o f nuolsophilic attack on the protonated N=nitrosoamine 0 
however there are instances i n which proton transfer to the N=nitroso 
compound may be rate limiting,, Both p o s s i b i l i t i e s are considered belowc 
(a) Rate l i m i t i n g nucleophilic attack 
The k^ step i n the scheme for denitrosation i s an 5^2 
reaction at a nitrogen centre^, 
NH-N.,. -J- Nuc 
b 
1 
,§•0 $. 
NH<.....N^ . ...... Nuc 
>0 
NH + NONuc 
There i s the p o s s i b i l i t y of formation of an intermediate between 
the N-nitrosoamine and the nucleophile P but there i s no evidence for t h i s at 
present,, 
7 0 
The value of i s found to be f a i r l y sensitive to the nature of the nucleophile 
and shows a reasonably good Swain—Scott"^ 8 "^ relationship;, using Pearson^ °n! 
values^ The solvent isotope effect for denitrosation of N~methy.l N=>nitrosoaniline 
(NMNA) i s 1 ^ Q"'^ Q " as expected for a rapid pre-.equilibrium step forming 
a small concentration of the conjugate acido The order of r e a c t i v i t y " o f nucleo-
-philes toward NMNA has been established as SC(NH ) » l">SCN => Br°> C l = > H O 
ivhich i s the normal sequence for nucleophiles i n an S 2 reaction at a carbon 
IN 
13 . . 
centre,, Studies have been made of the r e a c t i v i t y o f various sulphur containing 
nucleophiles toward nitrosoamineso Thiourea i s a highly reactive nucleophile s 
forming an S-nitroso adduct which then undergoes reaction with the trap to 
give various products 0 
NH„ ^ ^ .Ph NH 
.Cs S: ^ ,_N-NH ^ CSS—NO •> CHJNHPh 
^ / / \ / 
™ 2 ° C H 3 NH 
3 
2 
Trap 
\ 
Thiourea •> various products 
13 
I t has been found that for a number of sulphur containing nucleophiles 
belonging to the amino acids s the S- -alkylated species were the most nucleophilic 
toward nitrosoamines,, Cysteine has a r e a c t i v i t y similar to that of chloride 
io n P S-methyl cysteine i s similar to bromide i o n p alanine i s completely inert„ 
CH SH CHUSMe 
I I * CH2NH 
CHNH CHNH I 
i \ CO H 
C02H C02H 
cysteine S=methyl cysteine Alanine 
I f denitrosation i s carried out i n sulphuric acid solution i n the absence of 
added nucleophile but i n the presence of a s u f f i c i e n t excess of n i t r i t e t r a p 0 
the reaction proceeds slowly and addition of HSO does not a l t e r the rate of 
reac t i o n 1 ^ r u l i n g t h i s out as an e f f e c t i v e nucleophile 0 At higher a c i d i t i e s 
the rate=acidity p r o f i l e changes slope suggesting a change i n mechanisnu 
At lower a c i d i t i e s water probably acts as the nucleophile;, whereas at higher 
+ 
a c i d i t i e s a mechanism involving the interaction of the hydroxonium ion HO 
3 
with the r i n g to form (for aromatic nitrosoamines) a 7 T ~ c o m P l e x probably 
applies,, 
NO 
ns 
NH H-CH 
CH + H„0 
NH. .CH 
•t- nio. ; 
This closely resembles the mechanism proposed f o r the ni t r o s a t i o n of aromatic 
14 
amines by the nitrous acidium ion m 1-3M perchloric acid 0 
(b) Rate l i m i t i n g protonation of the nitrosoamine 
The change i n the rate l i m i t i n g step from nucleophilic 
attack on the nitrosoamine to the protonation step can occur under various 
conditionso At high nucleophile concentrations denitrosation i s seen to become 
15 
zero order m added nucleophile<, This may be g&plained with reference to the 
scheme below,, where at s i g n i f i c a n t excess of n i t r i t e trap (e.g., N 0 H / i ) t n e 
attack by the nucleophile i s i r r e v e r s i b l e and k Qs kjjNuc] jj^R^NHNoJ „ 
Applying a steady state to the protonated nitrosoamine we obtain an expression 
R^NHNO] 
i s given by: 
0 
k»ll S] + k2TNuc 
R R?NNO + SH ^ R R?NHNO + S 
Nuc 
R 1 R 2 N H 
S - solvent (H20 or EtCH ) 
Clearly, i f k 2[wuc] k = 1 | s J t h e n k 0 w i l l become 
independent of added nucleophile and the rate l i m i t i n g step w i l l become the 
protonation o f the nitrosoamine 0 There i s a similar change i n the rate 
l i m i t i n g step on changing the reaction medium from water to ethanol 0 as w i l l 
be discussed later,, \\lhen an N=nitroso compound has an electron withdrawing 
group adjacent to the nitroso function^ the denitrosation of t h i s compound 
i s also found to be zero order i n added nucleophile 0 This i s due to two 
effects^ f i r s t l y the decreased bascicity which reduces the equilibrium 
concentration of the protonated N-nitroso compound and secondly the increased 
10= 
r e a c t i v i t y toward the nucleophile due to the electron withdrawing substituent 
which increases the value of k ^SjL 
z 
Nuc 
16' 
This i s observed for N=>methyl N-mtrosotoluene p=sulphonamsde and f o r N=nitroso 
17 
-amidesc Another compound which behaves i n a similar manner i s important as 
18 
a potential carcinogen;, N-acetyl N=nitrosotryptophan 0 However^ t h i s undergoes 
19 
a more complex mechanism for denitrosation than encountered i n the other 
compounds» 
l c 4 o The effect o f a l k y l substitution 
20 
Studies of the effect of various N~alkyl substituents 
on the denitrosation of PhNRNO by halide ions i n acid solution gives the 
r e a c t i v i t y sequence Me ^  Et«> n-Pr<Ci-Pr = The parent amines have an increa@i,tru^ 
pK which p a r a l l e l s the increasing r e a c t i v i t y o f the nitrosoamineo 
3. 
According to the reaction scheme 
K Br 
PhNRNO H PhNHRNO 
k 
-&> PhNHR 
NOBr 
trap 
decomposition 
products 
k^ K i s a measure of the overall r e a c t i v i t y o f the nitrosoamineo The range 
of r e a c t i v i t y covers a factor of 10 which i s quite high considering the 
small range of pK values for the parent amines,, I t i s also observed that the 
r e a c t i v i t y o f N-=t-butyl N-nitrosoaniline decreases with increasing size of 
the nucleophile 0 For the larger R groups i t would be expected that the 
value of K would increase,, but that would also decrease. Clearly the effe c t 
on K outweighs that on k^ ,, and may be a combination of both st e r i c and electfoiice 
effects,, In the case of the t - b u t y l compound,, there i s a specific s t e r i c 
effect on the approach by hi-vlide ions such as iodide,, Some studies of tue effect 
of ring-methyl substitution have been madef1 2 and 3 methyl substituted N-methyl 
N~nitrosoaniline gave a rate enhancement for denitrosation compared to NMNAo 
The 2„6 disubstituted compound i s only very s l i g h t l y reactive toward nucleophiles 
due to st e r i c inhibitions 
6p=m 
There i s a correlation between the i n a c t i v i t y o f t h i s species to nucleophilic 
reagents and i t s mutagenic properties as i t i s found to be non-carcinogenicf^ 
1 0 5 0 _DeniJbroj^tion at r^igh acidj.tj.es _ 
As explained above,, i f the denitrosation reaction 
i s carried out i n a s u f f i c i e n t excess of n i t r i t e trap,, the rate becomes zero-
order i n added trap and the rate constant i s given by k^ - ^Kh^fkucJ <, In 
aqueous solutions containing up to 5M HC1 a plo t of log k Q vs ~H i s linear 
22 
with a slope of c<=a0 l s 0 o However, at higher a c i d i t i e s the irate=acidity 
p r o f i l e levels o f f to zero slope i f hydrazoic acid or hydrazine i s present as 
a n i t r i t e trap,, This i s understood to be due to the complete protonation o f 
the nitrosoamine 0 allowing the oK of the nitrosoamine to be estimated,, For 
a 
NAiNA i t appears to be c„a0 ~2„ I f sulphamic acid or hydroxylamine are used 
as traps the slope actually becomes negative at high a c i d i t i e s (up to 10M HCl)o 
This i s thought to be due to the added effect of the protonation of the trap 
which renders i t ineffective,, 
120 
H 
•2-3- —
 M-3-
H 
NH _CH - NH OH 
3 j A 
The trap ensures i r r e v e r s i b l e denitrosation 0 The 
requirements of a good trap are that i t should be nucleophilic toward the n i t r o s y l 
species but not toward the nitTOC®£aainep and that the nitr o s a t i o n of the trap 
be rapid and irreversible;, e„g<, 
HN„ + NOX ^ N„ <• NO -:• H + 4- x" 
3 A 2 
24 25 
Several studies o f the direc t n i t r o s a t i o n of trap species have been made0 
The r e l a t i v e e f f i c i e n c i e s of a series o f n i t r i t e traps can be established using 
a k i n e t i c method based upon the scheme for the denitrosation mechanism. I f 
the corresponding secondary amine i s added to the reaction^ the observed rate 
w i l l decreases Since k^ i s given by the expression; 
Therefore,, 
k 2 k i K h 0 [ N u c ] [Trap]) 
k2 kl I < h o I N U C 3 E t r a p ] " k ! l % t N u c J 
ko " „ ; • • - + 
So a p l o t o f k Q =" against [r^R^uJ yields the r a t i o k^sk ^ 0 This .is a measure 
of the efficiency of the n i t r i t e tr2.p0 Using t h i s method the following 
sequence of trap e f f i c i e n c i e s has been obtained?^ 
^'3^ N H2^ H3^ m2S°ffi 1^I3al y U r e a 
This r e a c t i v i t y sequence i s obtained at one specific a c i d i t y and may not 
apply under other conditions., A change i n acid concentration w i l l a f f e c t Wo* 
only the protonation e q u i l i b r i a of the trap but also that o f the secondary 
amine. A change of halide concentration w i l l also affect the k.^ ;k r a t i o . 
Since n i t r i t e traps may be of some value i n reducing the levels o f N-nitroso 
compounds formed in-vivo i t i s important to know the acid conditions under 
which they w i l l be most effective,, Sulphamic acid, a good trap at a pH o f less 
than 2 actually seems to stimulate nitrosoamine formation above pH 4» A wide 
@® 
range o f compounds reduce KN02 to NO under mildly acidic conditions e.g„ 
S0 2, bisulphate anion, ascorbic acid, t h i o l s , dihydroxyphenols and some natural 
and synthetic antioxidants* These have been found to i n h i b i t 'the formation 
of nitrosoamines both in-vivo and i n - v i t r o . Ascorbic acid i s an exceptionally 
good trap as i t i s e f f e c t i v e over a wide range of acidity., The free acid and 
the ascorbate anion both rapidly reduce NOX to NO. 
51 OA on 
=5= Aft 
O 
CM 
<8> 
14= 
Kinetic studies compare the efficiency of sulphamic acid with ascorbic acid 
under various conditions,, Ascorbic acid i s more ef f e c t i v e at lower aciditieso 
lo,70 Rearrangement 
I f NMNA i s allowed to stand i n acid solution 
without a trap present„ a s i g n i f i c a n t amount of rearrangement to the C=nitroso 
compound w i l l take place,, The mechanism of the reaction has been extensively 
28 
investigated and i t has been established that the so-called Fischer-Hepp 
rearrangement proceeds via an intramolecular mechanism rather than an i n t e r -
-molecular mechanism as was f i r s t proposed Q The reaction i s zero order i n 
added nucleophiles and i s believed to occur v i a the formation of a --complex,, 
HH H 
Mem 
0 
V 
1 5 „ 
l „ 8 c The effect of solvent on denitrosation 
..29. I n ethanol i t has been found that the 
rate of denitrosation of NMNA i n the presence of hydrogen chloride and ascorbic 
acid (as a n i t r i t e trap) i s much greater than the rate i n aqueous solution 
at a corresponding a c i d i t y a On increasing the amount of ethanol i n aqueous 
solution there i s no apparent change i n the observed rate constant up to 
95% (v/v) ethanol 0 At higher ethanol concentrations there i s a considerable 
increase i n the rate constant, up to for ty-= fold,, In anhydrous ethanol there 
i s no nucleophilic catalysis and the solvent isotope effect (k. . :k„ ) ~ 
c<,a„ 3 which indicates that proton transfer to the nitrosoamine i s rate limiting,, 
Ascorbic acid i s shown to be an e f f e c t i v e n i t r i t e trap although i n the absence 
of trap the reaction produced more denitrosation (as opposed to rearrangement) 
than i n aqueous solvent<, The explanation of these observations must be based 
on the solvent effect on the overall rate of denitrosation,, According to the 
mechanistic scheme for denitrosation the rate i s given by; 
Rate = k 1 [ R ^ N H N O ] [ N U C ] = k } [NONUC ] [ R ^NH 
A simple theory that implies a ra t i o n a l explanations that of Hughes and I n g o l d 3 0 
who explain solvent effects i n terms of r e l a t i v e solvation of the t r a n s i t i o n 
state and of the reactants 0 This i s dependent upon the charge type of the 
reaction,, The k and k steps for the denitrosation mechanism are both s 2 
1 =X j-i-
reactions at nitrogen centre,, but are of d i f f e r e n t charge types„ For the 
k step there i s a decrease i n charge on forming the t r a n s i t i o n state,, A highly 
polar solvent would tend to i n h i b i t the formation of the products and so the 
reaction would be slower,, The opposite would be true of the k step,, 
k step 
/ MI-NO Nuc NH-/ N Nuc •o 
\ 
NH 
/ 
NONuc 
16 c 
k step 
\ 
NH NONuc 
/ 
\l 4 
NH«»« • • N« Nuc 
1 \ 
RH-NO * Nuc 
/ 
Clearly then p the rate o f denitrosation would be faster i n a less polar solvent. 
Ethanol i s less polar than water as i t has a d i e l e c t r i c constant o f 24°3 
compared to water which has a value of 78°4 (both at 25^C)S and the observed 
rate enhancement bears t h i s argument out 0 Although the d i e l e c t r i c constant i s 
a convenient means of expressing the p o l a r i t y of the solvent i t i s not always 
a r e l i a b l e means of expressing the ionizing power of the solvent with respect 
to rate data c More satisfactory measurements of solvent ionizing pow<Rr have 
been devised;, based upon solvolysis rates^and spectroscopic d a t a f 2 = 3 ^ 
Ethanol P l i k e water, i s a hydroxylic solvent i n which hydrogen 
bonding i s extensive,, The sequence of S^ 2 r e a c t i v i t y f o r nucleophiles i n 
hydroxylic solvents i s commonly observed as I ^ SCN~J> B r ~ ^ Cl"*„ This i s 
i n fact the opposite of what would be expected i n terms of the density o f charge 
on the anionic species 0 The chloride ion i s small s and therefore highly charged 
and should be a more powerful nucleophile than the d i f f u s e l y charged iodide 
ion„ The observed sequence of r e a c t i v i t y i s largely due to solvation by hydro •=• 
-gen bonding^ the chloride ion being the most heavily solvatedo 
la9„ Denitrosation i n aqueous acetic acid solution 
An analytical technique for the detection of nitrosoamines 
35 
has been developed which involves denitrosation m aqueous acetic acid by 
hydrogen bromide,, I t was thought to be o f some interest to study denitrosation 
i n t h i s solvents 
Glacial acetic acid i s a poor solvent due to i t s loiv n o l a r i t y 
( d i e l e c t r i c constant » 6)„ Many salts are insoluble i n t h i s mediums, a n d oscfcen-
12° 
~sive ion-pairing occurs with salts having small anionso The solvent has been 
used for many studies of S I solvoyses to show the existence of ion.-pairs 
as intermediates i n t h i s r e a c t i o n ^ No studies of denitrosation i n g l a c i a l 
acetic acid have been attempted here 0 i n fact very few studies of S^2 reactions 
have ever been done i n t h i s solvent*, A range of solvents using d i f f e r e n t 
proportions of acetic acid to water were used<, 
l o 8 0 % AcOH-water (v/v) 
2 o 2 : 1 AcCH-water (v/v) 
3 o 1 : 2 AcOH-water (v/v) 
4» 1 0 % AcOH-water (v/v) 
In 8 0 % acetic acidj, the denitrosation of NMNA was carried out i n the 
presence of sulphuric acid and bromide ion, using sodium azide as the n i t r i t e 
t r a p 0 At a concentration of 5 x 1 0 M NaN the reaction was zero order i n added 
trap<, This i s approximately the same concentration necessary to produce a zero 
order dependency i n water„ The results are given i n table l p f i g 1» As a 
=3 
result 5 x 1 0 M NaN was used i n a l l the subsequent runs. 
TABLE 1 
10 4[NaN 3] (M) A „1 10 l , 0 ( s X ) 
5" 55 42° 3 
11° 1 118 
16» 6 143 
33° 2 175 
50° 0 170 
^NMNA] - 1 x \<S*\\ f k i B r ] Q°05M 
H 2S0 4] " 0«4M 80%(v/v) AcOH-HgQ 
.18 o 
fu 
-4" 
-4= 
© 
m 
in 
0 
O 
H 3 
H 
CD 
s i o o o o o 0 0 4^" 
= 1 9 = 
In each of the four solvents,, the effect of added thiourea s thiocyanate 0 
bromide and chloride was observed„ M l rate constants were obtained by following 
the disappearance of the nitrosoamine at 270nm5 at a temperature of 31^C„ 
The results are given i n tables 2-5„ 
concentration are linear,, The rate expression k^ - k Kh |Nucj sgiven by the 1.1 
mechanistic sheme for denitrosation 0 applies here« The value of x i n water i s 
c„a„ 1°0„ however i n these solvents the value of x may be s i g n i f i c a n t l y altered,, 
The value o f k^ IC i s a measure of the r e a c t i v i t y of the nucleophile i n each 
case. Since h^ i s not known i n each solvent p absolute values of k^ K cannot 
be determined,, An attempt was made to measure an a c i d i t y function i n these 
solvents but the major d i f f i c u l t y was i n determining the hydrogen ion concentr-
ation,, By measuring the slope of the k^ vs [NucJ p l o t i t i s possible to 
obtain a value o f k K r e l a t i v e to chloride ion which i s the least reactive 
nucleophile i n each solvents Table 6 shows the collected data,, 
Most of the plots of observed rate constant (k ) against nucleophile 
NucJ
=2Q-= 
TABLE 2 
Effect of added bromide ion 
(a) 80%(v/v)_ AcOH-water_ 
l O T ^ s ^ 1 ) (>rj(M) 
163 0-0125 
276 0°025 
361 0°0375 
448 0°050 
(c) l;2(v/v) AcOH-water 
1 0 4 k 0 ( s a l ) [ » ] ) 
55-2 0=25 
91 = 2 0°5 
147 0°75 
146 0°80 
155 1°00 
Concentrations of other reagentsj 
IFNMNA] = 1-1 x 10"%i 
NaN„ 5 x 10 M 
(b) 2 :1(v/v) AcOH-water 
lO^ts™ 1) [Bri(M) 
2°63 0 
54° 3 0°013 
88-2 0°027 
116 0°04 
219 0-05 
271 0-075 
319 0-083 
327 0° 10 
(d^ 10%(v/v) AcQH-water 
1 0 V s ) Br ](M) 
13-7 
40° 5 
51° 5 
64° 2 
0°25 
0°50 
0°75 
0°875 
1°00 
H2SOA|" 1°1M (exept i n 80% acetic acid 0°6M) 
bromide uas added as the l i t h i u m s a l t 
•21-
T A 3 L K 3 
The effect o f added chloride ion i n aqueous acetic acid 
£ a) 80)iL AcO£ (v/yj^ 
CI 1 0 - k Q (s ) 
1 2 ° 0 4 0 ° 0 5 
2 3 ° 9 0 0 ° 1 0 
3 2 ° 3 0 0 ° 1 5 
4 2 ° 7 5 0 ° 2 0 
_ .. .. _. 
( c j _ l s 2 AcOH-water Jy/y\ 
A „1 
1 0 "k 0 (s ) [cr] (M) 
l o 0 4 0 ° 5 0 
2 ° 4 9 0 ° 7 5 
3 ° 8 9 1 ° 0 0 
Concentrations o f other reagents used;; 
~4 
NMNA " 1 4 x 10 >I 
[NaN 1= 5 x 10~ 3M 
[ l l SO^ " 1 ° 1 H (except for 8 0 , •> H@A£ = 0 ° 6 M ) 
.Lb-) -2;-1 J\C°H (v/v) 
io-k Q ( S ) Lei 
6 3 0 
1 5 0 ° 1 0 
1 8 0 ° 3 7 5 
1 8 0 ° 5 0 
Chloride ion was added as the l i t h i u m s a l t . 
=22= 
TABLE 4-
Effect of added thiocyanate ion 
(a) 8Cr,i(yJy) f'\cCH-u«teji: 
lO^ 'k ( s " 1 ) 104fsCN J (M) 
19 
34 
50 
62 
25 
50 
75 
100 
i i r i - A l ? (v/y). AcfiH°j>vater _ 
10-R (s ) 10"[SCN J (M) 
62° 
CM. risj._(v/yl A^pjjrwater 
104fsCN~J(M) 10"k 0(s X ) 
2°63 
39° 8 
60° 0 
70° 7 
0 
50 
75 
100 
A 10Tc 0(s 
o 9 14° 1 25 
o 5 24° 6 50 
5 75 42° 4 
o 6 100 56° 3 " 1 
Concentrations o f other reagents." 
A 
NMNA 
[NaN 3] = 
H 2 S 0 4 
1=1 x 10 Ti 
5 x io = 3n 
1°1M 
SCN added as the sodium s a l t c 
=23= 
TABLE 5 
Effect of added thiourea 
4 „l 10 k Q ( s X ) 1 0 I thiourea! (M) 
i^J^y^C^Mj-AcO^^ater^ ^  
lO^^thiourea 4 -1 10 k Q ( s ) 
20° 2 
28° 6 
38°3 
42° 9 
53° 9 
25 
35 
50 
60 
75 
(c) 1;2X\'/vX AcGH-wat er 
10 4 ^ thiourea J (M) 10Tc 0(s L ) 
21°9 
44° 3 
69° 1 
76° 9 
25 
50 
75 
100 
i^LAPZ0 (yJyL A c_c;wat er 
10-k Q(s A ) 10 /thiourea 
29° 7 21° 7 36° 9 
53° 9 43° 4 82°5 
84° 4 65° 2 98 
94° 4 86° 9 119 
Concentrations of other reagents\ 
- i«i x 10 •>! 
NaN, 5 x 10 M 
[ H 2 S O J ~ l°li\ (except i n 8 0 % acetic acid •-• 0°6M) 
=24-
TABLE 6' 
SOLVENT 
80% HOAc 
NUCLEOHIILE liLOFE 
CI 
Br" 
SCN™ 
Thiourea 
2=2x10 
1-33 
0=315 
0°68 
REL^k^K 
1 = 00 
60 
14 
31 
2jl_H0AcsH90 C I 
Br" 
SCN" 
Thiourea 
1=27x10 
0=32 
0=68 
0=77 
1 = 00 
251 
536 
606 
1;2 HOAcsH O C I 
Br" 
SCN~ 
Thiourea 
3= 5x10 
0=021 
0=68 
0=98 
,4 1 = 00 
61 
1946 
2800 
10% HOAc t Br 
SCN" 
Thiourea 
6x10 
0°56 
1=48 
-3 1=00(1=0) 
93(100) 
247(236) 
Q As a f i r s t approximations the slope has been corrected for a d i f f e r e n t acid 
concentration s as t h i s series of runs was carried out using a higher acid 
concentration than the r e s t 0 
"Is Chloride ion catalysis i n t h i s solvent was very slow 0 and so k K values are 
re l a t i v e to bromide i o n Q Figures i n brackets refer to r e l a t i v e r e a c t i v i t i e s 
i n watero 
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LJ 
O 
XL X 
GO < 
o 2: » 1 
8 
0 
0 
ml 
(3> 
O 
< 
O 
CM 
GO 
10 o 
o o o 0> -4" m 
~2ft= 
E:c£.niriation of the collected values give the following conclusions,, 
( i ) The normal sequence of nucleophilic r e a c t i v i t y f o r a hyclroxylic solvent 
i s observed i n a l l solutions except 80% acetic acid s here the sequence becomes 
Br = ^ > thiourea >^ SCN ^ CI i0e» bromide ion surpasses thiourea i n reactivity*, 
The difference i n r e a c t i v i t y for the various nucleophiles i n 80% acetic acid 
i s not very marked^ though as the amount of water i n the solvent increases 
the differences i n r e a c t i v i t y become much more appreciable. In 10% acetic 
acid solution the r e l a t i v e r e a c t i v i t i e s are almost exactly the same as for 
water solvent„ 
( i i ) As the concentration of acetic acid i n the solvent i s increased p the 
effect of added bromide ion becomes more pronouncedo The effectiveness of 
chloride ion also undergoes some enhancement at higher acetic acid concent-
orations,, The effectiveness of thiourea as a nucleophile i s v i r t u a l l y unch-
-anged by a change i n the composition of the solvent„ The same i s true of 
thiocyanate ion,, So at high concentrations of acetic acid bromide ion over-
-takes thiourea i n terms of nucleophilic reactivity,, The effect of changing 
solvent on nucleophilic r e a c t i v i t y of bromide ion i s shown on fig2„ 
Any attempt at r a t i o n a l i s i n g these results must be based 
upon consideration of the solvation of the reactants and the t r a n s i t i o n state 
because the rate l i m i t i n g step i s the nucleophilic attack on the protonated 
nitrosoamineo According to the Hughes-Ingold theory,, there should be an 
increase i n the overall rate of reaction as the amount of acetic acid i n the 
solvent i s increased^ because of the decrease i n p o l a r i t y i n the solvent,, 
10% acetic acid has a d i e l e c t r i c constant of 83 (higher than water) 5 t h i s 
37 
drops steadily down to a value of 27 for 80% acetxc acxd„ The overall 
increase i n rate constant i s observed for bromide and chloride but not for 
thiourea or thiocyanate c a t a i y s i s 0 The reason for the comparitiveJLy small 
change i n the r e a c t i v i t y of thiourea may be due to the solvation of the tran-
s i t i o n state,, Thiourea i s neutral species and so there w i l l be only a 
dispersal of charge on forming the t r a n s i t i o n state,, Consequently only a 
very s l i g h t increase i n the overall rate of reaction would be expected,, 
=27= 
/ 
4 
I * 
t 
The explanation for thiocyanate does not seem so clear,, I t 
may be that some specific solvent effect i s taking place,, Hydrogen bonding 
interactions would not explain the f a i l u r e of t h i s anion to increase i n re= 
- a c t i v i t y at high acetic acid concentrations 0 as the effect would be even 
greater for the smaller P less polarisable bromide i o n 0 The same i s true for 
ion-pairing effects at high acetic acid concentrations 9 as the effe c t would 
38 39 
be even greater for l i t h i u m bromide 0 I t i s known 9 that thiocyanogen (SCN)9 
exists i n a stable form i n g l a c i a l acetic acid and there i s the p o s s i b i l i t y 
that t h i s molecule may be formed at. high]acid strength though t h i s seems 
A 
unlikely to occur to the extent that would e f f e c t the concentration of free 
thiocyanate ion as i t i s known that (SCN)^ cannot be prepared i n any quantity 
38 
i n acetic acid containing traces of water. Another^ more plausible p o s s i b i l i t y 
i s that the pK for the formation of HSCN i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y altered i n high a 
acetic acid concentration to render the formation of thiocyanic acid i n much 
greater concentrationSj,hGE2e reducing the concentration of free thiocyanate 
anion 0 A discussion of the protonation of thiocyanate ion i s given at the 
end of t h i s chapter., 
The above results show clearly that denitrosation i s compari-
- t i v e l y rapid and i r r e v e r s i b l e i f carried out i n solutions of sulphuric acid 
dissolved i n acetic acid with low water content„ The jp<2S©«G3. - of bromide 
ion produces a considerable c a t a l y t i c effecto The denitrosation of $MKJ$in 
-28-
the nresence of HBr i n 6f!% acetic acid gave a quite rapid reaction (table 7) „ 
TABLE _7 
[HBr] (M) A „i 10"k 0(s ) 
0°492 124 
0°737 273 
0°982 500 
1°474 920 
[ NMNAJ - 1 x vS"\\ 
JUJLO Denitrosation ojf NMNA in^ DMSO andJ3MSQ-water_ solvent 
Since the rate l i m i t i n g step i n aqueous denitrosation of 
NMNA i s nucleophilic attack on the protonated nitrosoamine by an 5^ 2 
reaction^ i t was thought to be of interest to study the reaction i n 
DMSO (dimethyl sulphoxide ) as a large number of bimolecular reactions 
40^42 
have been studied i n t h i s solvent and i n many cases the observed rates 
have been considerably larger than that observed i n water solvents 
DMSO i s a f a i r l y polar solvent ( £ ~ 46°6 at 25°C) 
according to the arguments l a i d out e a r l i e r (ignoring specific ^clvpn^ 
effects characteristic o f DMSO) denitrosation i n RMSO should be faster than 
i n water which i s even more polar (£~ 78°4) though the difference w i l l ntist 
be as marked as i n the case of ethanol which i s much less polar than water 0 
However3 for many reactions of the same charge type as the denitrosation 
reaction there i s a rate enhancement of many factors of ten on going from 
water to DMSO which could not be accounted fo r by the modest change i n solvent 
p o l a r i t y involved,, The reason f o r the rapid reactions i n DMSO/.is due to a 
certain degree of de-solvation o f the reactants i n t h i s solvent„ DMSO i s 
[iMaN | = 2 x 10" M 
=29-
known as a dipolar aprotic solvent owing to i t s lack of hydrogen bonding 
character together with i t s oppreo£able polarity,, An anionic species such 
as chloride ion which i s heavily solvated by hydrogen bonding i n water i s 
ef f e c t i v e l y de=»solvated i n HMSO and i s much more reactive» Large anions are 
solvated by dipolar interactions so the combined solvation effects reverse 
the r e a c t i v i t y sequence given i n water to CI P> Br >^ SCN~ ^ > thiourea,. 
Other dipolar aprotic solvents include dimethyl formamide (DMF), a c e t o n i t r i l e 5 
nitromethane and sulpholane 0 
On t h i s basis i t might be expected that the denitrosation 
step i n DMSO would be so rapid that the protonation would become rate l i m i t i n g 
as i n ethanolo The effect o f increasing the concentration o f DMSO i n D>ISO= 
-water solvent for the denitrosation of NMNAfwith hydrogen chloride and a 
high concentration of l,r2pVsmd acid as a n i t r i t e trap) i s to increase the 
rate considerably as shown i n table § and f i g 3o NMNft gives a peak at 272nm 
i n DMSO (extn acoeffo = 68001mol "cm The reaction was followed at 300nm 
due to interference by the trap at the maxima for the nitrosoamine 0 
TABLU 8 
JiC^J.J^SO^jji 
aqueous solvent 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
HC1 
1°3 x 10 ~M 
1°20M 
A 10-k 0(s ) 
0*68 
0°69 
0°97 
2°08 
6° 10 
ifsulphamic acid J ~ 0°2M 
FIG 3s DEWITROSATION OF KMNAs EFFECT OF D>1S0 AS A SOLVFPT 
60 100 0 40 0 Q 
Variation o f the KC1 concentration i n DMSQ was found to give a l i n e a r relationship 
between log k and £H with a slope o f unity (fig4*)° The a c i d i t y function data 
•43 
was taken froa the l i t e r a t u r e o The slope o f umty suggests that chloride ion 
catalysis i s not contributing to the reaction as e j e c t e d i f protomation i s rate 
lizaitingo The results are shot'sra i n table 9D 
TABLE 9 
fHCl] (M) l o \ 0 ( s = 1 ) 4 -8- log kg ~ Ho 
0=536 2°82 Q°45 1°79 
0°804 4° 11 0°61<& 1°61 
1° 132 6° 55 0°816 1°495 
1°698 8° 19 0°913 1°35 
2° 13 9° 17 0°962 1°278 
([NMNAJ s i x 1 0 ° ^ [sulphamic a c i d ] s 0°2M 
Slope of log k vs Ui p l o t ^ 1°035 £0° 03 
I t was not possible to confirm that the reaction was zero-order i n added chloride 
ion or any other nucleophile oi-jing to the low s o l u b i l i t y o f these reactants i n 
a c i d i f i e d DMSOo I t was found that sulpharaie acid made l i t t l e difference t o the 
reaction r a t e 0 and t h i s l e d t o doubt as to the effectiveness of t h i s reagent as 
a trap i n t h i s solvent*, However0 the individual rate constants i n table 9 gave 
reasonably good Guggenhein plots (see chapter 5) which suggest that i f the trap 
i s not ef f e c t i v e then the denitrosation reaction i n t h i s solvent must be largely 
i r r e v e r s i b l e and can proceed without a trap being present 0 There was no evidence 
for the formation o f a s i g n i f i c a n t anount o f rGarrangsaient products 
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4+ too k FIG 4s D^JITROSATION OP KMNAs ACID C&TALYSIS IN DMSO 0 
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0 
P 7 1-4 •6 5 17 1 o 
=33= 
The dire c t nitrosation of sulphamic acid by nitrous acid was carried out i n 
90% DMSO by following the disappearance of nitrous acid at 380nm and 31°Co 
-3 - I 
An observed rate constant of 2°08 x 10 s was obtained with 0°85M H SO s 
-3 
0°048M sulphawic acid and 2 x 30 M nitrous acido Under the same conditions 
i n water the rate constant was 6<>71s \ soa change i n solvent i n t h i s case 
produced a difference i n rate of c,a„ 3000o The reason for the much slower 
reaction i n DMSO i s due to the inef f i c i e n c y of sulphamic acid as a trap i n 
t h i s solvent. I t has been shown that i n water, owing to the low bascicity 
of sulphamic acid there i s no direct reaction with n i t r o s y l halides i n 
aqueous solutions, only the nitrous acidium ion reacts 0 
NH,,SO_H 2 3 
'NOSolv „ ."HL KONH2SO^I •> Solv 
N„ + SO„ + H_6 £ o 3 
Solv -HO or DMSO 
In comparisdn to the nitrous acidium ion the equilibrium concentration and 
r e a c t i v i t y o f N0-5§ SC(CH^) ^  would be small „ Therefore the reaction would 
tend to be slower i n the less polar a less nucleophilic solvent DMSOo To 
see i f other traps were eff e c t i v e i n the denitrosation reaction carried out 
i n t h i s solventi, sodium azide was used and found to be completely ine^ective 
i n 90% DMSO and direct n i t r o s a t i o n produced a very slow 9 reversible reactions 
Hydrazoic acid i s known to react readily with n i t r o s y l halides i n aqueous 
solution and so the explanation f o r the lack of r e a c t i v i t y of HN towards 
3 
AVJCI i n DMSO may be simply due to the p o l a r i t y o f the solvents which 
according to the Hughes=Ingold model would retard the rate of reaction i n 
comparisin to water*, 
=34= 
i 0.n. Hrqtonatlon of nucleorjhjilAc J^ci<as_, 
I t i s necessary to state that i n any k i n e t i c 
studies involving th:iocyanate ion i n acid solution i t i s necessary to consider 
the formation of thiocyanic acid according to the equilibrium 
H'' + SCN ' t » HSCN 
As t h i s i s of relevance to other areas of the present work i t w i l l be discussed 
i n some details Clearly 0 s i g n i f i c a n t protonation of thiocyanate ion would 
a l t e r the concentration of the nucleophile and a correction based upon the 
pK^ of 1ISCN would have to be applied to the results,, 
AS 
Gorman and Connel state that HSCN xs a strong acid and 
46 that the pK i s probably less than 3» Edwards reports an estimated pK of a a 
"0 74 but does not state i t s source<, A more detailed study of the formation 
4? 
of thiocyanic acid i s provided by Boughton and Keller who have determined 
a pK value based upon thermodynamic data at various temperatures for the 
formation of HSCN<, Their value^ pK - O97t0°7 at 25^C i s i n agreement 
48 
with the value of 0 85 obtained by Suzuki 9 however they make i t clear that 
the a c i d i t y i s probably too high for t h e i r technique (potentiometric t i t r a -
49 
- t i o n ) and that the values may be rather higho Stedman has obtained a value 
of pK - «1°84 at 25°C° This was acheived by solvent extraction and measuring 
- a 
p a r t i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s 0 Studies of u 0v 0 absorbance of HSCN confirms the 
value, Measuremants using the H ac i d i t y function y i e l d a value of -1°38<, 
A more recent valuef^obtained by raman spectroscopy gives a <pt!u of ~l°:i£o°3 
at 20^C i n aqueous solvent„ 
There i s therefore a plethora of values for 
the pK of IISCNo Since the most conventional and trustworthy techniques 
were used by Stedman and co=workersc the value of pX ~ --1°84 seems the most 
r e l i a b l e 0 Under t y p i c a l reaction conditions,, the concentration of free 
thiocyanate ion can be calculated using t h i s value. 
=35= 
[dCN-J « [ SCNitotal 
L H 
1 + — 
K 
I f K - 69 (pK^ ~ -l°84)p a n d [ H + ] " 2°CM, and [ SCN~J t o t a l - 1CT%] 
Then ££CN"J = 9«72 x 10 ^ 1 , So9 for the conditions encountered i n t h i s work 
i t i s unlikely that protonation of thiocyanate w i l l be significant,, although 
i t should be stressed that the values of and ^ H"Jin non-aqueous solvents 
may be s u f f i c i e n t l y altered to cause more extensive protonation,, 
Thiourea w i l l also undergo protonation i n acidic solution 
though t h i s xvill be almost e n t i r e l y due to N-protonation under the conditions 
used here,, Only S-protonation would affect the nuc l e o p h i l i c i t y of thiourea 
and v i r t u a l l y a l l the positive charge reside on the amino nitrogen atom (see 
page 4- )„ There i s n0m„r<, evidence"*1 for s i g n i f i c a n t S-protonation but only 
i n concentrated,, almost anhydrous acid solutions,, 
=36-
1 012 0 Summary 
For denitrosatiora of N-methyl N=nitrosoaniline c the effect o f changing the 
solvent from water to DMSO i s to increase the rate o f reaction,. This i s due to 
the change i n d i e l e c t r i c constant o f the solvents, 
(2) o A very considerable increase i n rate i s observed for bromide ion catalysed 
denitrosation on increasing the proportion o f acetic acid i n aqueous acetic acid 
solvent a a similar increase i n rate i s observed f o r chloride ion catalysis but 
v i r t u a l l y no increase i n rate i s observed for thiourea or thiocyanate ion 
catalysed denitrosation 0 
(3) 0 N i t r i t e traps that are very e f f e c t i v e i n water (e»g0 suiphamic acid and azide 
ion ) are quite unreactive i n DMSO solvent,, 
CHAPTER TWO 
Diazotization of aromatic 
-37= 
1 Introduction 
Primary a l i p h a t i c amines react with nitrous 
acid to form various products of deamination e0go alcohols and alkenes= 
The reaction proceeds via a diazonium ion as' intermediates 
Me 
\ 
CHNH„ 
/ * 
Me 
UNO. Me 
JCHNl I NO 
Me 
Me 
CH-NSN 
Me 
G! QlsCH 2 
Me 
Me 
OH 1 CHXH-CH 
.5 J 
li2° 
v;ith secondary amines9 the N-nitrosoamine formed i n the f i r s t step 
i s s u f f i c i e n t l y stable for the reaction to stop at t h i s point„ Tertiary 
amines sometimes undergo a n i t r o s a t i v e dealkylation reaction to give an 
N-nitrosoamine as the main product,, The diazonium species formed by an 
ali p h a t i c amine i s very unstable,, though the aromatic diazonium ion i s 
very much more stable owing to the aromatic 7T - o r b i t a l system which re-
-duces the leaving group a b i l i t y of nitrogen„ 
> w <2 
-38. 
For aniJ.ine s the dia2anium ion i s quite stable i n aqueous solution at low 
concentrations,, Attempts to is o l a t e s o l i d diazonium salts generally result 
i n decompositions, although s o l i d fluoroborates ArN BF have been i s o ^ t e d o 
The diazonium cation i s quite reactive and can undergo coupling reactions 
with other aromatic species to give m u t e l y coloured compQimds which are 
used as dyes 0 In solutions of PhNo!) unreacted an i l i n e can undergo a coupling 
reaction with the diazonium ion i f the concentration of an i l i n e i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
high p therefore i t i s necessary to carry out diazotization at an a c i d i t y 
high enough to ensure that the concentration of free a n i l i n e i s low,, 
The diazotization o f a n i l i n e was f i r s t studied i n 1849 
55 
by Wurtz who obtained phenol as the f i n a l product of the reaction,, 
PhNH0 + UNO,, H C 1 ^ PhN MCl = H2° PhOH + N 2 
G r i e s s ^ isolated the diazonium s a l t i n 186l„ Since then the f a c t i o n has 
57 
been studied i n great d e t a i l and has been the subject o f extensive reviews 0 
The i n i t i a l n i t r o s a t i o n step i s rate l i m i t i n g under certain conditions and 
governs the rate of reaction,, The primary nitrosoaroine formed ( i n the case 
of a n iline) i s unstable and i s only detected at low temperatures',. I t under-
-goes rapid proton transfer to the solvent followed by a tautomeric s h i f t 
and loss of water„ 
HNO,_ 
ArNHQ ArNH NO • • £=> ArN N--CH - ArN,. + HO 
+ H 
r*;oJ er.u.lar nitrous acid i s not a ni t r o s a t i n g agent i t s e l f but forms several 
n i t r o s a t i n g species depending upon the conditions i n solution,, At low 
acidity,, nitrous anhydride (N£>3) i s t h e e f f e c t i v e n i t r o s a t i n g agents 
oI N 0 -^-^ N O •> H O 
39-
At higher a c i d i t i e s an equilibrium i s set up with e i t h e i r the nitrous 
acidium ion (H NO ) or the nitrosonium ion (NO) as the nit r o s a t i n g agento 
HN02 + H* J — H 2 W 0 2 7 ^ K ^ * H2° 
At moderate a c i d i t i e s and i n the prescence of halide ion or pseudo=halide 
species p a n i t r o s y l compound NOX i s formed i n solution and t h i s acts as a 
nitr o s a t i n g agent*, 
H + 4 X" + HNO_ "* NOX + HO 
2 2 
These mechanisms w i l l now be discussed i n a l i t t l e more d e t a i l s , 
2,2 Diazotization i n acid solution 
The equilibrium constant for the formation of 
nitrous anhydride i n water at 25*^ 0 has been measured"^5^as K - 0°21mol 
Subsequent k i n e t i c studies were made on the diazotization of ring=substituted 
anilines. The k i n e t i c form of the reaction having been established as 
Rate - k [ArNH^Jf J ° Using the K value obtained previously s the bimol-
-ecular rate co e f f i c i e n t s for a number of aromatic amines were of the order 
of 10^-10^ Imol^^s o However e a much more rgcent value of K has been rep~ 
- o r t e d ^ and t h i s i s considerably smaller (K~ 3°03 x 10 ^ lmol "**)„ This 
new value now makes the bimolecular rate constants obtained for the diazot-
8 9 - 1 - 1 
=isation of a n i l i n e derivatives by N^ O^  of the order of 10 =10 Iniol s " 9 
u/hich i s close to the d i f f u s i o n controlled l i m i t for bimolecular encounter. 
The ni t r o s a t i o n step i s assumed to have the stochiometry °, 
ArNH_ + N 00 0 & ArNH NO + NO ~ 2 2 3 ^ 2 2 
The free amine i s the reactive species. At lower a c i d i t i e s ( -C0°0TTvi ITC.1)S 
or with very basic amines,, the concentration of free amine becomes comparable 
to that o f the t o t a l amine concentration. Under these conditions the 
=40= 
nitrosation step becomes rapid and the rate i s independent of the free amine 
concentration,, " The formation of N O i s now rate limiting,, At a c i d i t i e s 
2 3 
above 0°1M perchloric acid the rate of reaction increases due to the f o r -
62 
=mation of a new, more reactive species-, Larkworthy has measured k values 
i n the range 0°1-0°5M HCIO^ according to the rate expression; 
Rate - k fArNH ]( IINO.^ J 
The values do not vary by any appreciable amount with the bas i c i t y of the 
amine indicating that the n i t r o s a t i n g species i s very reactive and ind i s c r -
i m i n a t e toward the various amines0 On the other hand,, the rate constants 
obtained for nitrous anhydride showed a considerable v a r i a t i o n from one amine 
to another;, and the weakly basic amines such as p=nitroaniline f a i l e d to react,, 
At higher a c i d i t i e s t h i s species (reacted readily,, The n i t r o s a t i n g species at 
higher a c i d i t i e s i s believed to be the nitrous acidium ion (H^NO^) or the 
nitrosonium ion (NO*) „ There i s some debate as to the exact i d e n t i t y o f the 
ni t r o s a t i n g species,, many workers have considered that H^rc^ i s the reactive 
species for moderate a c i d i t i e s with Nt?being predominant at higher a c i d i t i e s 
( y 3?>1 HC10 A)o This question w i l l be discussed i n more d e t a i l i n chapter four a 
The n i t r o s a t i o n step i n 0°1~0°5M HCIO^ i s presumably^ 
•f ~ + H^ NOp <* ArMl, [^ ZZZnZ. ArNH^ NO + H,,0 
The equilibrium constant for the formation of the nitrous acidium ion i s 
unknown and so absolute rate constants for the bimolecular ni t r o s a t i o n step 
are not available although i t i s believed that these w i l l approach the d i f f u = 
" S i o n controlled l i m i t o This seems l i k e l y considering t h a t the rates for 
ni t r o s a t i o n via N 0 0 approach the same l i m i t s As the a c i d i t y i s increased 2 3 
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further ( to 3M H C 1 0 A ) 9 the rate expression becomes " * % 
Kate - k [ArNH ]|[ UNO J 
- 4 1 -
signifying that the protonated amine i s now the reactive species 9the nitxros-
-ating species,, most probably NO^under these conditions;, i s believed to attack 
the r i n q 0 
A t high acid concentrations^ (60% H^SO^p v i r t u a l l y a l l the nitrous acid 
i s present as NC^  The rate of diazotization of a n i l i n e i s found to decrease 
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with increasing a c i d i t y i n t h i s region according to the expression i 
Rate = k [ ArNH ][HNCX,] h Q ~ 2 
I t i s d i f f i c u l t to postulate a reaction mechanism that f i t s the above expression 
although i t seems l i k e l y that rapid nitrosation -is followed by slow proton 
transfer to the mediums 
rapid + 
NO ArNH, ArNH^NO H 
slow 
Ar;l. H2o rapid 
0 
ArNHNO I I 
- 4 2 -
In support of this,, a large deuterium isotope effect " 1 ° ) i s 
observed at t h i s acidity,, 
2 ? 3o Diazotization by n i t r o s y l halide and p^eudo^halide species 
At moderate a c i d i t i e s ( 0°1M H r) solutions of nitrous 
acid give, i n the pres. ence of halide ion or species such as SCN and 
thiourea,, n i t r o s y l compounds (NOX) according to the equilibrium^ 
HN0_ + + X™ NOX + MO 
2 
NOX acts as a nitrosating agent< 
ArNH? + NOX _ ArNH^NO * X 
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The rate expression ',cc established by Schmxd ( 1 9 3 7 ) 0 
Rate = k [rtrNH ] [ H + ] £ X = J [ IINO,^ 
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As Hammett pointed out, t h i s corresponds to: 
Rate ~ k [ArNH ]||[ NOX J 
I t i s neccessary to establish accurate values of KP the equilibrium constant 
of formation for the n i t r o s y l species,, before the bimolecular rate constants 
for the nitrosation step can be determined,, K values have been determined 
for several species i n water at 25^Ca 
TABLE JLO 
x_ EQ-h'Phf), HeJC 
Thiourea 5 x 10'° 71 
Thiocyanate 32^° 72 
Bromide 5 ° 1 x 1 0 " 2 . 73 
Chloride 1-1 x 1 0 " 3 74 
- 4 3 " 
^Determined at 20°CS but from thermodynamic data a v a i l a b l e ^ ' the calculated 
value at 25°C i s not s i g n i f i c a n t l y different,, 
For thiourea and thiocyanate there i s the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of N= as well as S=nitrosation 0 The large K values, however 
suggest the formation of a 'soft' S-nitroso adduct rather than a "hard' 
N~nitroso compound,, 
e„g<, NO-S-CSN rather than NO~N~Cs?S 
and, 
x NH., NH 
+ s y 2 
NO=SsC^ rather than S s C ^ 
The effect of adding various nucleophiles on the observed rate constant 
for the nitrosation of morpholine i s to catalyse the reaction due to the 
formation of NOX s p e c i e c The sequence of c a t a l y s i s is^thiourea > SCN"^> 
B r " > CI", t h i s i s due to the large difference in the equilibrium constant 
of formation of the NOX species,, for thiourea K i s c»a„ 10^ times greater 
than chloride,, This sequence does not t e l l us the actual r e a c t i v i t y of 
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KOX toward the amine,, The bimolecular rate constants have been determined 
for morpholine and the following trend i n r e a c t i v i t y i s obtained; NCC1 >> 
NOBr > KOSCN > iVD-SssC{NH0) „ 
— 1, 
The K value for the formation of N0C1 obtained 
by Schmid and co-workers i s c r i t i c i s e d by B a i l y s s and Watts 7 6 on two points; 
f i r s t l y ^ that the method used by Schmid assumed that a l l the nitrous acid 
was present as K0C1, however spectrophotometric evidence shows that a 
considerable amount of RO^may have been present under the reaction condition 
usedo Secondlyo that the wavelength"at which Schmid measured the absorbance 
due to NCC1 did not correspond to the maximum of the NCC1 absorption., and 
that the KCC1 tr a n s i t i o n overlaps with HNO tr a n s i t i o n jso a r e l i a b l e 
-44= 
extinction c o e f f i c i e n t cannot be estimated,, I t seems that 9 noting these 
d i f f i c u l t i e s ; , the estimated K value of Schmid i s the best available and 
seems to f i t i n well with the expected trends of reactivity*, I t has been 
77 
shown that n i t r o s y l iodide i s an eff e c t i v e nitrosatmg agent for the diazo-
- t i s a t i o n reaction^ but a K value for the formation ofm t h i s species i s not 
available^ as w i l l be discussed in section 2 06 0 
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Schmid has obtained bimolecular rate c o e f f i c i e n t 
for nitrosation of aromatic anines by n i t r o s y l chloride at 25°C<, These were 
9 -1 -1 
of the order of 10 lmol s which i s close to the diffusion controlled rate 
l i m i t p and i t was assumed that there was l i t t l e discrimination between 
different substtate amines 0 An indire c t method of measuring the r e l a t i v e 
r e a c t i v i t y of substituted a n i l i n e s towaWi . NOX C l = or SCN ) has been 
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adopted which i s based upon the mechanism for denxtrosation of N~methyl 
N~nitrosoaniline as described i n the previous chapter^ The a n i l i n e 
derivative i s used as a n i t r i t e trap according to the scheme below„ 
+ K + X ~ s k 3 PhNMeNO + H & PhNHMeNO ^ PhNHMe 
k 
=1 + NOX 
NOX + ArNH ~ ArN 2 
A plot of k^ 1 against concentration of added N=methylaniline y i e l d s the 
ra t i o k ;k which gives the r e l a t i v e r e a c t i v i t y of ArMI toward N0Xo 
Values of (k„) : n n . , - . - ... . . 
v 2'R v 2yH are collected for a s e r i e s of a n i l i n e s with R 
SO 
substituentSo A Hammett correlation can be applied i n such a case 3 a plot 
of l o g ( k 2 ) ^ s (k^Jp a g a i n s t . ^ i s l i n e a r with a slope of -3° .1 for K'CCl arid 
-3°6 for NOSCNo This shows quite a large range of r e a c t i v i t y between the 
different amines and argues against a diffusion controlled rate of reaction 
where there would be l i t t l e discrimination i n r e a c t i v i t y toward even the 
l e s s basic amines,, 
Using stopped-flow spectrophotometry i t i s possible to got quite accurate 
rate constants for diazotisation i n solution,, A s e r i e s of substituted 
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a n i l i n e s have been diazotised with N0C1 and N03r using t h i s technique 
and bimoleeular rate constants for the nitrosation stage have been obtained,, 
These rate constants show that NGC1 i s more (inactive than NOBr toward a l l 
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the substituted a n i l i n e s studied anda contrary to the findings of Schmid s 
there i s some discrimination i n r e a c t i v i t y betvt/een the amines of lower 
basicity,, for the more reactive i 0 e 0 more basic amines the rate constants 
l e v e l o f f as they approach the diffusion controlled l i m i t (see f i g l )„ 
The bimolecular rate constants for the nitrosation of a n i l i n e by NOSCN and x 75 N0--8^C(NH„)0 have been measured s also by stopped-flow technique,, The re s u l t s show an order of r e a c t i v i t y towards a n i l i n e of the various e l e c t r o p h i l i c 
species of N0C1 > NOBr > NOSCN > N0= This beino the same as for mornlv 
-o l i n e 0 This sequence .may be explained using the hard-soft acid»base 
85 
theory a i f we consider the nitrosation of the free amine as an S 2 type NT 
reaction,, 
ArNH, N0> 
2 % 
A.rNii.NO 
According to the general c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of acids and bases 0 a n i l i n e would 
be considered 'borderline' between being a 'hard' and 'soft' base and the 
above reaction would proceed the most rapidly i f the leaving group were 
approximately of the same degree of 'hardness'» This i s the case with NOCH9 
down the series, the leaving groups get progressively softer and therefore 
NOX becomes l e s s reactive with respect to the amine The sequence N0C1 >^ 
NOijjr can also be explained upon purely electronegative grounds,, 
The bimolecular rate c o e f f i c i e n t :cor the re-
daction of NOBr and NOSCN with a n i l i n e was determined7"* at 0°C and 30°C 
75 -1 and the activation energy determined as E & -~ 12kJmol for NOlir and 
48kJmol~'"1' for NOSCNo Since a reaction might be considered diffusion controlled 
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i f :i 20kJmcf" i t seems that NOBr i s close to the encounter l i m i t but a ^ 
NOSCN i s not„ 
204„ Diazotisation of aromatic jimines^_by n i t r o s y l thiocyanate 
The above observation concerning the activation 
energy for NOSCN suggests that t h i s species may show a high degree of se l e c -
t i v i t y toward various substituted a n i l i n e s owing to i t ' s lower reactivity,, 
and i n the present work bimolecular rate constants for nitrosation of a s e r i e s 
of substituted a n i l i n e s have been determined using stopped-flow spectrophotometry„ 
Prev.iously s only indi r e c t rate constants have been obtained for such a s e r i e s 
of amines and only for a n i l i n e has a stopped-f.low study been applied,, 
The reactions have been ca r r i e d out i n sulphuric 
acid solution with conditions adjusted so that the t o t a l amine concentration 
ivas always at l e a s t ten-fold in excess of the t o t a l n i t r i t e concentration 0 
to ensure f i r s t - o r d e r k i n e t i c s i n the individual runs» The observed rate 
constant (k ) i s defined ^^ Ss 
d [HNO 1 k 0 [ H N O 3 
dt 
I d e a l l y P the reaction should therefore be followed by observing the dis a-
-ppearance of nitrous acid ( which has an absorbance comprising several peaks 
around 370nm ) a In order to keep the condition that the t o t a l amine concentration 
must be in at l e a s t ten-fold excess over nitrite;, rather strong solutions 
of amine would be required which i s not possible for some of the l e s s soluble 
amineso It, i s more oa-fciofsrvtory to follow the appearance of the diazonium 
ion Ari5 at a par t i c u l a r wavelength and work at low n i t r i t e concent r a t ion 0 
The mechanistic scheme for the o v e r a l l reaction i s <jiven below? 
K 
ArNH, 
•s- KOSCN 
H + SCN + HNU, 
ArNH, NO SCN 
0 
Arlti 
k 0 (rapid) 
The rate of reaction i s given by; 
Rate = k [ArNH 2JC NOSCN] - k 1 [ArNH NO J £ SCN~*J 
Applying a steady state to ArNH^NO 
| ArNj-i2N0] 
k [ArNH }£ NOSCNJ 
k r a l [SCN"J + k 2 
Therefore 0 
k 1 k 2 [ ArNH 2] K [ H'1" J [ SCN" J 
0 
k = 1 I SCN 
Since, [ArNH g] % t o t a l | ArNH "J o under the acid conditions usedo 
\ndu j[ NOSCN J K [HNQj[H^j£sCN"] 
So. 0 
k l k 2 i A J t 1«JSC3< 
k 1 I SCN 
The assumption i s made that the nitrous acid i.s predominantly present as 
free nitrous acid and not as NOSCN in any appreciable quantity„ 
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The thjjcyanate ion catalysed diazotisation of a s e r i e s of substituted 
an i l i n e s was studied and the plots of k Q vs |_SCN J J a l l showed a certain 
degree of curvature,, At low thiocyanate concentration we have the condition 
k > > k 1 [ S C K = J and so^k - k KK [ SCN"J| ^ J T « This refers to the 
l i n e a r part of the ploto The opposite condition p r e v a i l s at high |[ SCN J 
i 0 e 0 k ["SCN"J k,, and k Q - ( k ^ / k j ) [ A l t I < K a s o t h e r a t e becomes zero 
order in thiocyanate ion„ Since the experimental data shows that the con-
editions are intermediate between these two extremes, the second order rate 
constant for nitrosation of ArNH^ i s best obtained by taking a double-
-reciprocal plot of Ic ^ against ^SCN J 1 where, according to the rate ex-
p r e s s i o n obtained previously; 
k 0 
k l k 2 1 C \ ^ A 3 k ^CKjSCN J | A. J 
In addition to a value for k p the ra t i o k ^;k ? can be obtained from such 
a plot, t h i s i s a measure of the nucleophilicity of S C N = toward the protonated 
nitrosoamine 0 The value of t h i s r a t i o should be higher for the lesg basic 
substrates as electron withdrawing groups w i l l tend to activate the nitroso-
-amine toivard denitrosationo The r e s u l t s are given i n the following tables,, 
A 'weighted' l i n e a r regression analysis has been applied to the double 
reciprocal, plots ( see chapter f i v e )„ For a n i l i n e , the rate constamt 
for the nitrosation step was determined also by varying the concentration 
of a n i l i n e s assuming that under the conditions used, k i s given by 
k - k KK [ S C N ' M A 3 a i o e 0 having fixed thiocyanate concentration„ 
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T_AMJ£J.U_ ANIL IN_li_ 
3 [ H 2 S 0 4 ] = 2-83M [ A J t = 5=95 x 10 M NaNO j = 2=5 x 10 M 
[SCN"](M) 
2 x 10 
5 x 10 -3 
.,2 1 x 10 
1=5 x 10 
2=0 x 10 
SCN J 
500 
200 
100 
66° 67 
50 
K 0 ( s ") 
1 = 50 
4=055 
7° 745 
10»109 
11° 49 
1. 
slope = 1 = 17 &0°04 x 10~" 
intercept - 0°022± 
k„ - 1°746 x 10 8 lmol' = , 1s" 1 
0 
0°667 
0=247 
0=129 
0=099 
0=087 
H^SO^l = 0=198 M SCN"] = 1 x 1 0 = 4 M [NaNO J » 2=5 X I Q " 4 M 
2° 5 x 10 
5 x 10" 3 
7°5 x 10" 
l»0x 1.0= 
k Q ( s ) 
2 = 72 
5° 98 
7=67 
10° 35 
A. 
slope " 1035 t 
k^ = 1»12 x 10 8 Imol" 1^' 1 
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TABLE 12" p^TCLU"DINii. 
0=285 -1 A J - 6 x 10 M 
NaNO 1 - 2=5 x 10" 4 M„ 
SCN J (M) 
0=02 
0=017 
0=012 
0=010 
0=005 
0=002 
SCN 
50 
58=82 
83° 33 
100 
200 
500 
8° 15 
8=3.1 
5 = 85 
5=45 
2=78 
1 = 25 
0 
0= 123 
0= 12 
0= 171 
0= 183 
0=359 
0=80 
SLOPE - 1=536 £ 0=034 x 10" 3 
intercept " 0=0378 ± O-ooS 
k ~ 4=077 x 10 8 lmol"V 
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TABLE 13_; pJ7ANI_SipiKTE_ 
| H + ] ~ 0-285 N 
[sCN~] (M) 
A | -: 4=61 x 1 0 = 3 M 
0-02 
0-016 
0-01 
0-C05 
0-002 
NaNO J - 2°5 x 10 
SCN 
50 
62° 5 
100 
200 
500 
k o < s > 
6-87 
6-32 
4-02 
2-21 
0=88 
SLOPE = 2-135 £ 0-028 x 10~ 3 
intercept - 0-028 £ 0 -002 
k - 7-398 x 10 8lmol = 1s =' 1 
•-1 
<0 
0-14 
0° 16 
0-24 
0- 45 
1- 14 
TAI_JLI> 14; p-j\WIN013>iNZOIC ACID 
[SCN>1) 
A ! - 6 x 1 0 = 3 M [NaN0.J= 2° 5 x 10">] 
0=02 
0-017 
0-012 
0-010 
0-005 
0-002 
[SCN*] ^ 
50 
58-82 
83-33 
100 
200 
500 
10-05 
8-57 
7-02 
5-88 
3-50 
1-80 
0 
0-099 
0° 117 
0- .142 
0-17 
0-286 
0-555 
SLOPE - 1-0861 0-028 x K f 
INBRCEPT ~ 0-051+ 0003 
k ~ 1-261 x 10 6lmol" 1s" 1 
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H - 0=285 
[ S C N " J ( M ) 
0=02 
0=017 
0=012 
0=01 
0=005 
0=002 
TABLir 15; p-THfx^OANH.INb, 
A J - 6 x 10 M 13 t NaK0 oi - 2=5 x 10 " U 
SCN 
50 
58 = 82 
83=33 
100 
200 
500 
19=66 
16=05 
11=60 
10=25 
8=15 
2 = 98 
0=059 
0=062 
0=086 
0=0976 
0= 122 
0=335 
. . . J 
SLOPS - 5=449 t 0=28 x 10" 4 
INTERCEPT = 0=033f 6-003 
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TABLR 16: m-ANISIDINE 
H J - 0-285 M 
SCN J(M) 
0-02 
0-016 
0-01 
0-005 
0-002 
A J - 6 x 10 M [NaNO ] = 2=5 x 10~ 4 M 
SCN 
50 
62-5 
100 
200 
500 
v s _ 1 > 
2-43 
2-27 
1-717 
0-953 
0-446 
0=411 
0-44 
0=582 
1 = 049 
2=242 
<8@ raw*, <E§°€= 
Slope - 3=144 £ 0-53 x K f 3 
Intercept = 0-329 1 0-oo6 
k = 2-625 x 10 7 lmor^s 1 
QJ 
C D 1/7 
5 < 
< 
3 
ft 
G 
ts, 
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The collected results are given i n the table below 
TABLli 17 
Amine 10~* k ' log k k :k 
- l ^ - l 1 " 1 " (licol s ) 
~H (4"59) 1-75 8° 24 19 
m=OMe (4°20) 0 26 7°42 80 
p~0>le (5° 36) 7-39 8°87 13 
p-Cl (3°98) 0°95 7°96 60 
p~CH (5°08) 4-08 8°61 25 
p-CCL.H (2=42) 0-013 6=10 47 
* pK values are given i n brackets and are obtained from ref 82 D a 
t efe ZBX. 
The bimolecular rate constants are plott e d on a Bronsted-type plot (fig*5 ) 
of log k against pK for the aromatic 3inine« As can be seen,, the values 
of the rate constants do not lev e l o f f toward the d i f f u s i o n controlled l i m i t 
for the more basic aminess as observed for N0C1 and N0Bro The actual rate 
constants are numerically smaller than these more reactive n i t r o s y l compounds 
1 2 
by a factor of 10 -10 wher@as N0C1 and NOBr do not d i f f e r greatly i n reacts 
- i v i t y near the d i f f u s i o n controlled l i m i t o The k rat i o ' s do not f i t 
i n exactly to the expected trend s though these values are based upon the 
intercepts o f the ctouble-reciprocal plots and as such are open to considerable 
erroro The values^ hou/ever,, do ind i c a t f i that the less basic amines (e0cjo 
p-aminobenzoic acid)give N-nitroso compounds that are generally more reactive 
toward thiocyanate ion than those that axe more basic ( e 0 g 0 p - t o l u i d i n e ) 0 
•53-
An attempt was made to dia20tise p-ni t r o a n i l i n e 0 l i a r l i e r work has shown 
that t h i s substrate;, on n i t r o s a t i o n a gives a second (sloxver) relaxation,. 
This i s observed to some extent for a l l substrates with electron withdrawing 
groups.? but for p — n i t r o a n i l i n e t h i s second relaxation i s so marked that i t 
overlaps the f i r s t (rapid) relaxation and a r e l i a b l e value of cannot be 
obtained^ The nature of t h i s second process i s not at a l l clear. I t has 
81 
been shown that i t i s not a coupling reaction between the diazonium ion 
and excess amine5 and i t has been found to be f i r s t order i n acid concentration 
I t i s thought that t h i s may well be the tautomeric s h i f t as given by • 
ArNHNO . .^ ArN?CH 
This i s because i t i s possible that for the less basic amines the d i r e c t 
-s-
formation of ArN } may not necessarily be observed s only the i n i t i a l step 
(below) followed by the slower 9 acid catalysed s steo 0 
> <=3 & 
2o5o piazotization of aromatic amines by n;itrosyl iodide 
For the diazotization of aromatic amines by n i t r o s y l 
halides i t i s possible, under certain conditions for the rate of reaction 
to be zero-order i n added amine,, This can be ach^ved by adjusting the acid 
77 
concentration or the ba s i c i t y of the amine,, Hughes and Ridd found that 
for N0C1 t h i s was not possible^ for NOBr t h i s was possible uaing a weakly 
basic amine such as o-chloroaniline and for NOI the reaction was zero—order 
i n a n i l i n e 0 Under the conditions where the reaction i s zero-order i n amines 
the reaction i s governed by a purely inorganic process i„e0 the formation 
of the n i t r o s y l halide„ 
Considering the n i t r o s a t i o n o f ani l i n e by n i t r o s y l 
iodide i n terms of the following mechanism; 
H + 1 -!- HN02 —-- • ^ KOI •:- H O 
k - l 
ArMl 2 -:• NOI 
k-2 
k 3 
ArN 2 
This i s v i r t u a l l y the same as the scheme applied to the nitrosation of 
amines by NOSCN so we obtain the expression^ 
Rate -
k ? k 3 f>rNH 2]f mi'. 
Kzl1 J ":- k3 
Applying a steady state to NOI 
k o 
60 
Xf k k., [ ^ M L ] and I< 3» [ j " j 
77 
These conditions are met9 according to Hughes and Ridd at low iodide 
and acid concentration with a n i l i n e as the substrate*, They obtain a value 
2 -»;? -] 0 . . of k - 1370 1 mol s at 0 C The same applies for bromide ion catalysis 
of the nitr o s a t i o n of o-chloroaniline 0 Clearly 9 i f the equilibrium constant 
of formation o f the n i t r o s y l species i s known, then the value of k i0e„ 
the rate of hydrolysis of NOX can be determined„ Values of k of 1°8 x 10^ 
s" 1 and 5=3 x 10^s =~ have been obtained for N0C1 and N08r respectively ( the 
former value i s obtained from the nitr o s a t i o n of azide where the formation 
of NCC1 i s rate l i m i t i n g ) „ A value of k i s not given because there 
i s no value for the equilibrium constant of formation of NOX i n Lite l i t e r -
83 
-ature. Beck and co-workers have established that NOI undergoes decomposition 
to form iodine at high iodide concentration,, A mechanistic scheme i s pro« 
=posed5 
K 
II + HND? + I _ Z NOT. HO 
l " •> NO I g, I ~ + NO 
1^ + H'"' + Hi\'0o r a p l d & NO + 1 2 <• H._0 
2N0I ^— 5 I + 2W0 
. 77 
Since Hughes and Ridd have established that the rate of ni t r o s a t i o n of 
an i l i n e i s governed by the rate of formation of WOI at low acid concentrations 
-3 
( 2 x 10 M HCILO ) 9 i t shouJ.d be possible to see a f i r s t order dependency 
@>n ani l i n e concent rat ion by increasing the acid i t y „ in. the present work 
t h i s has been observed i n 0°2M HMSO^o(table 18 and f i g ? ) B From the slope 
(100)^ a. value of k0K (where K i s the equilibrium constant o f formation of 
=•61-
VOI, which i s unknown ) i s obtained since we make the assumption that 
k | ArNn,,J yy k ^ and thus obtain the expression; 
% - k2K£lI+][ T3C ArNH 2l 
10 3 "3 =-1 
The k pK value i s 1°55 x 10 1 mol s „ This value i s somewhat larger 
than that obtained by varying the iodide concentration 0 
TABLE 18 
([Aniline ( t o t a l (M) k o t 5 " 1 ) 
2°5 x 10" 3 i»ii 
5=0 x 10" 3 1°20 
1°0 x „•> 10 ~ 1°57 
2-0 x i o " 2 2=75 
0 ] = 0°198 M |KI3 = 1 x 10"3M [NaNOj 2=5 x 10 M 
I t i v i l l be noticed that there i s a poscDtive intercept on t h i s p l o t . In the 
absence of added amine a no n - f i r s t order k i n e t i c process was observed and 
t h i s i s thought to be due to the formation of iodine and by the decomposition 
of NO I shown i n the above scheme*, In facts, the u ov 0 spectrum of the reaction 
mixture a f t e r the reaction had gone to completion showed a maximum at 288nm 
84 
and at 353nm which i s characteristic of the equilibrium^ 
Oun no to the uncertainty over the K value for the formation of !\T07. i t i s 
not possible to obtain the bimolecular rate constejits for the nitrosation 
of substituted anilines? but values of the r e l a t i v e rate constants ( r e l a t i v e 
to a n i l i n e ) can be determined and some idea of the degree of discrimination 
of KOI toward the d i f f e r e n t amines obtained,, This w i l l give an indication 
o f the r e a c t i v i t y of t h i s clectrophileo In order to minimise the formation 
of iodine by decomposition of NOIj, runs were carried out by varying iodide 
-•3 
concentration not exeeding 1 x 10 M iod?de 0 The value f o r k 2K being 
determined for each amine i n the same way as the thiocyanate catalysed re™ 
-action,. Double-reciprocal p l o t s were only used when there was a certain 
amount of curvature i n the k vs [ I Jploto 
TABLE 19 [dn,'!,'«e) 
320nm, 25°C0 [PhNH2J ~ 1 x 10" 2 ,M [H'J = 1-6 x 10"?' M 
[NaNO 3 ~ 2-5 x 10~ 4 W 
1 [KI] (M) 
~A 
2 x 10 " 0° 195 
„A 
4 x 10 0-447 
6 x 1 0 0-819 
-3 
1 x 10 1-460 -
Slope ~ 12211 2.2. 
k 0K " 4-43 x 10 9 l 3mol" 3s 
TABLE 20; ro .Anisidine 
350 ruiip 25°C (ArNH,J t ~ 3-09 x 10~ 3 M 
[ H + J •• 0-195 K |NaNO,J:: ;>o5 x i c f 4 ;.| 
f K i ] («) 1 V 
3 
1 x 10 
•3, 
10" 0-41 2° Ad 
7-5 x 10 ' 1-33 x 10 3 0- 34 2-94 
5 x 10 " 3 2 x 10 0-24 4-17 
..A 
2-5 x 10 " 4 x 10 3 0-14 7-14 
-63= 
Slope • ' 1=57 * O01 x 10" 
Intercept - 0°91"& 0=04 
k;,K = 3=27 x 10 9 l 3mol"" 3s' 
TABI.fi 21; p-Aminobenzoic acid 
,ArMl034 - 4°73 x 10 M 
0, 
H J = 0°452 
340 nm . 25 C 
[K5](M) 
1 x 10 
7-5 x 10 -4 
5 x 10 " 
2-5 x 10 
KI. 
10 
1°33 x 10~ 
3 
2 x 10 
4 x 10 3 
0=839 
0° fSR5 
0=375 
Slope - 5°3li 0=16 x 10' 
Intercept - 0=51&0°04 
4 NsNO.J ~ 2=5 x 10 M 
0 = 885 1=13 
1 = 19 
1"46 
2 = 67 
k 2K - 1°05 x 108 I'WtV1 
TABLJi 22j_ p-c.hloroaniline 
[ K l 3 (N) 
1 x 10 -3 
7=5 x 10 
5 x 10 
10 
H J 0=452 f NaN023 --; 2=5 x 10 >i 
V S > 
1 °35 
1°2R 
0°69 
0=39 
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Slops - 13E©± 
9 3 -3 • k K = 2°16 x 1 0 1 mol s 
TABLB 23; p-anisidine 
[AI'ML,"} - 3° 94 x 10'"3 M [ H + ] " 0=40 M 
[NaKO^] = 2°5 x 10 = 4M 
[KI](W) Da] -1 kQ(5 ) 
1 x 1 0 " 3 1 x 1 0 3 0=58 1 = 72 
„A 
7=5 x 1 0 " ] = 3 3 x 1 0 3 0=56 1 = 78 
5 x 1 0 2 x 1 0 3 0°40 2=50 
-4 
2=5 x 1 0 4 x 1 0
3 0° 1 8 5=55 
Slope = 1 = 3 3 * 0 = 0 4 x 10° 
Intercept - 0 = 1 0 9 ± 0 = 1 1 
k vK = 4=37 x 1 0 1 0 l 3 r o o l a 3 s ' 
A Hammett correlation can. be applied to these results as shown i n f i g 8 „ 
The slope i s ess =3=6 and shows that there i s a considerable degree of 
s e l e c t i v i t y of KOI toward the d i f f e r e n t substrates 9as i s observed for 
NOSCN (see r e f e r e n c e d ) . 
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2„6c, Diazotisation by the_S«nitrosq adduct_ of thiourea 
Several, k i n e t i c studies have been made of the 
ni t r o s a t i o n of thiourea and these w i l l be discussed under the heading of 
S-nitrosation i n the next chapter,. The S-=nitroso adduct of thiourea i s the 
71 
reactxve species and has a large equilibrium constant of formation ( K= 
3 2 «=2 0 > 5 x 10 l""mol at 25 C ) „ The stcjchiometry for the nit r o s a t i o n reaction 
i s simple: 
+ , . . + ArNH + N0-SSC(NH ) 0 ArNH0NO + SsC(NH 0) 
Since the K value i s so large, a considerable 
amount of n i t r i t e w i l l be present as the S-nitroso adductg unlike the s i t -
-uation f o r diazotisa.tion by other n i t r o s y l species*, I t i s therefore necc-
-essary to modify the rate expressions 
Since s [Total n i t r i t e ] ~ [HNO ] + [NOXj 
KfH + l f x - J = _ j N 0 X l 
[T.N.] - [wax J 
Since prate - k | ArNH p]| NOX ] - k ^ [ ArNl I NO J | X~ J (according to the 
mechanistic scheme described for the thiocyanate catalysed reaction ) 
k . l K a CARNH21 T
K H X 
68. 
In t h i s case X refers to any nucleophile P though of course thiourea i s a 
neutral species,, I t i s also necessary to correct for the difference betweem 
the t o t a l concentration of thiourea and the free thiourea { i0e„ that which 
i s not bound up as the nitroso adduct ) „ We define K as; 
Solving t h i s expression for NOX involves solving a quadratic equation,, I t 
i s found that under the conditions used i n the present work the concentration 
of thiourea bound up as n i t r i t e i s i n s i g n i f i c a n t compared to the t o t a l 0 
86 
I t has been established that the observed rate constant f o r the diazotisation 
of a n i l i n e becomes zero=order i n thiourea at high thiourea concentration 
as would be expected,, As for the work described c a r l i e r the bimolecular 
rate constants for ni t r o s a t i o n i n a series of substituted anilines has been 
determined by varying the amine concentration„ For a n i l i n e s "&wo sets of 
runs were performed,, The f i r s t c?as carried out at low thiourea concentration 
where the rate expression defined above applies and the second at higher 
thiourea concentration where the term i n brackets.i 0e 0 
K 
K J [ | T „ N , ] - [KQK] | f [ X " ] t ~ [ N 0 X ) I 
K[H H:-r) 
i s approximately 1°05 that i s p [ x " J i s large,, The two results are i i n 
reasonable agreement as would be expected,, 
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TABLE 24s ANILINE 
(a) [ t h i o u r e a ] s i x 10 = 3M f NaML>2] = 1 x 1 0 = \ i 
[ H + ] ™ 0°5Q M 
[ A ] t (M) k o t 0 " " 1 ) 
1»05 x l C f 3 Q°Q6 
j 2»12 x 1 0 = 3 0" 108 
3° 18 x 1 0 " 3 0« 165 
3°30 x 1 0 = 3 0° 178 
Slope = 4 9 ° I S t 0°49 
6 =1 =1 k s 1=34 x 10 Inrol s 
(b) [ t h i o u r e a ] s i x IQ^M [NaND ] = 5 x 10° TM [ H*J = 0°22M 
f A ] t (M) k o ( s = 1 ) 1 
6 x 1 0 ° 3 0°75 , 
1°2 x 1 0 ° 2 1°44 j 
1°8 x 1 0 = 2 2° 23 
=2 2°4 x 10 3° 09 
=»2 3°0 x 10 4°09 
Slope " 1 3 1 t 2 
k ' = i'o05 x IO^'IEOI"1^ 
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Tart'. ,.K. 25: p-chloroaniline 
[NaNO 3 - 1 x 10~ M 11 J " 0-50 i-i I thiourea J\ ~ 1 x 10 
1>3 + (M) r 
5 x 10 -4 
1 x 10 
2 x 10 
3 x 10 
-3 
k
0 (O 
0-032 
0-068 
0-138 
0-228 
Slope ~ 70-6 £ 0-2 
k - 4-72 x :105 l m o l = 1 s " 1 
TABLJi 26:^ j^tpJLuidine 
concentrations of other reagents as i n table 25 
W t (M) 
3 x 10 
2 x 10 -3 
1 x 10 
5 x 10" 
k o < s~ > 
0- 225 
0-154 
0-079 
0-039 
Slope - 75* 
k " 6° 31 x 10 6 lmol" 1s" - 1 
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_TAf-LE 27; p-anisidine 
.1 x 10 W [l-f ' J - 0=23 M | thiourea]- 1 x 10 M 
'M t (M) 
2 x 10 
1 x 10 
5 x 10 
2«5 x 10 
k o t8"1) 
0' 287 
0= 155 
0=079 
0=036 
Slope - 1/12-1 ^  1 = 8 
k - 1=40 x 10 7 I n t o l ^ s " 1 
TABLE 28; p= ami. nob en zoic acid 
concentrations of other reagent? as i n table 27 
4 x 10 
3 x 10" 
1 x 10" 
5 x 10" 
-3 
,„A 
k o < s > 
0=662 
0=505 
0=201 
0= 109 
Slope = 209* 8 = 0 
A „1 „ 1 
k 2=36 x 70" l.rao.l s 
=72-
This reaction was followed by observing the dissappearance of the S~nitroso 
adduct of thiourea at 420 nmu 
[NaKO,,! - 5 x 10*'4 M [ H''j - 0=201 M [ t h i o u r e a ] •• 1 x 10"" M 
[ A ] , (iw) 
1=52 x 10 
4=56 x 10 
'74 x 10 
1=21 x 10 
)=12 x 10 -3 
k o Is'1) 
2 = 89 
0=82 
0=43 
0=25 
1 = 62 
Slope = 190=48 % 2=02 
k - 6=64 x 10 5 l m o l ~ 1 s " 1 
The collected results are given beloiv; and are plott e d on the Bronsted 
curve ( f i g S )» 
Amine 
-H 
p-Cl 
p-Me 
i> •01-ie 
m-OIe 
P CO H 
pK_ 
4=59 
3=98 
5=08 
5=36 
4=20 
2= 42 
log k 
6=127 
5=674 
6=80 
7° 146 
5=822 
4=373 
7^ 
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The combined data for diazotisation of aromatic amines by nitrosyl halides 
shows quite clearly the reactivity sequence N0C1 ^  NOBr ^  NOSCN ^ > NO-St^  s 
3 
there being a difference of irore than 10 in the rate of nitrosation over 
the reactivity range,, Kor the S-nitroso adduct of thiourea and for NOSCN 
there is considerable discrimination in reactivity between the different 
amines with no sign of levelling o f f with amines of high basicity as is 
observed for the more reactive N0C1 and NOBr speciess 
2o7» Summary 
(1) o Diazotisation of aromatic amines is catalysed by thiocyanate ion P due 
to the formation of nitrosyl thiocyanate 0 Since the equilibrium constant 
for the formation of NOSCM is known, absolute second order rate coefficients 
for the nitrosation of the amine can be determined from the overall rate 
of diazotisation of the amine,, The resulting rate data shows that the 
second order rate constants are well below the diffusion controlled rate 
l i m i t and there is considerable discrimination by NOSCN toward amines of 
different basicity*, 
(2) 0 The above comments apply equally to diazotisation in the presence of 
thiourea,, The S-nitroso adduct of thiourea is less reactive towards amines 
than NOSCN and the reactivity sequence NCC1 y N03r^> NOSCN ^  NO-S ^  
can be said to apply to the diazotisation reaction„ 
(3) a As in the case ofdiazotisation by N0C1 and NOBr, for amines that 
contain electron withdrawing groups a second,, slower relaxation was observed 
along with the formation of the diazonium species„.This was observed oart-
-icularly in the case of p-nitroaniline diazotisation by NOSCN and N0I o 
(4) o ?br iodide catalysed reaction,, absolute second order rate constants 
for the nitrosation step could not be obtained owing to the fact that the 
equilibrium constant for formation of NOI is not known,. However,, using a 
Hammett (<§?-• jp> ) correlation i t was possible to show that there is some 
discrimination in reactivity toward amines of different basicity„ "y com-
-parisin with ^ data obtained for the diazotisation of aromatic amines 
by NOSCN and NO-S ^  i t seems that the degree of discrimination shown by 
NOI is comparable to these other electrophileSo 
(5) 0 In the iodide catalysed reaction,, i t was found that as the concentration 
of added iodide ion increased the nitrosation step was accompanied by the 
formation of I and I due to a side reaction between NOI and l"„ Any rate 
data was taken at low iodide concentration„ 
CHAPTER THREE 
Nitrosation of Sulphur cosupoundso 
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30 lo The Chemistry of Thionitrj-tes 
93 The f i r s t recorded reaction between a t h i o l 
and nitrous acid was that involving thiophenolp the product being a disuiphide<> 
The reaction presumably occurs via the formation of a tfoionitritCo 
PhSH -5- m02 o PhSMD * H2Q o PhSSPh <• NO 
A wide range of nitrosating agents have been used for this reaction a including 
94 95 nitrous anhydride (No0_) and dinitrogen tetraoxide (N Q )<> Thionitrites 
have a characteristic intense colouration^ e„go the t h i o n i t r i t o of penicillamine 
96 
i s greenp that of n=Alkyl thiols i s redo Phillips and Moore have studied the 
infra-red spectra^ of t h i o n i t r i t o s and established that an «=N^ O stretch at 
=1 =1 e oa 0 1530 cm and an =S=N stretch at 630 cm are characteristic frequencies,, 
This i s supported by the i 0 r 0 spectrae of a wide range of t h i o n i t r i t e s recorded 
95 
recently by Oae ° Alkyl t h i o n i t r i t e s are usually only observed as coloured inter= 
-mediates in the oxidation of thiols to disulphides 0 Thionitrites containing 
more bulky substituents Qag0 Ph CSNO seem to b© more stablGo This particular 
3 
t h i o n i t r i t e i s quite stable at room temperature over a period of several days 
97 
and weekso The most stable t h i o r a t r i t e yet to be isolated i s the derivative 
of (*_)=2=Acetylaaiinc«=2=carboxy-=>l£,l=dimethylethanethiol (i0©0 N=acetyl p e n i e i l l -. ,97 amine) 0
HKO 
HSCMe2Oi(mAc)C02H • , . mSCMe2<^(]^e)C02H 
The X~ray structure of this compound has been establishcd 0 and i s the f i r s t • 
compound to yield parameters for the =S=K0 group0 Although the compound 
id. l l keep indefinitely i f refrigerated i t w i l l give the disulphido by refluxing 
i n methanolo The tsaechaaissa of nitrosation of thiols has been studied by 
electron spin resonance^^and this has revealed that the reaction seems to 
have a radical component to the mechanisa*, 
RSNO <• NO° „ S^1-- ^ RSN(Ns0)O° 
trapping 
X can be R N i 0 e 0 a nitrosoamineD or CI i 0 e 0 KOClo 
Thionitrites can also undergo transnitrosation e og 0 with secondary amines to -
94 
give N-mtrosoammeSj, however i t has not been established whether this occurs 
directlVjOr via the i n i t i a l hydrolysis of RSNQo 
RSNO * Rv,NH .^-^-^-o^ R NNO •> RSH 
. . . . . . 101 
Similarlyo thiomtrxtes can undergo denitrosatxon xn strongly acidic (1=4M 
HC1) solutions 0 
RSNO <• KC1 RSH -J- N0C1 
V 
removed 
A n i t r i t e trap must be present i n sufficient excess to remove K0C1 because 
the reaction i s reversible and l i e s well over to the side of the thionitrite<, 
The f i r s t kinetic study of S=nitrosation was made on the direct nitrosation 
98 
of n-butyl Eiercaptan<, 
k 
RSH •> HMO • ^  RSNO <• HO 
This vjoark established that the formation of t h i o n i t r i t e was favoured and 
the rate law was given asj 
Rate a k I H'Jl HNO 3C RSH 1 „ 
Stedman^^has made kinetic measurements on the nitrosation of cysteine 0 apart 
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from this few kinetic studies have been done on the nitrosation of thiolso 
3o20 pxidation_ of thiols by nitrosation 
Most th i o n i t r i t e s are unstable species and in 
the presence of excess th i o l are readily oxidised to give a disulphideo This 
95 
affords a convenient synthetic route to form ~s=S= bridges., Qae has ut i l i s e d 
this method to synthesise unsymmetrical disulphides 0 
Me2CHSH 
PhSH -5- N2O4=0> PhSKO . g> PhSSOiMe2 
Thiols can form th i o n i t r i t e s by reaction with N=nitrosoaminesp this may have 
some importance i n terms of nucleic acid chemistry ttfoere sulphur bridges play 
99 
an important parto I t has been shown that cysteine can be oxidised to cystine 
in the presence of a nitrosoaiaineo 
C0oH / GO) H I 2 / I 2 R~N(KO)CH„ -4- CH~NH_ •> R=NKCH •> f CH=NH„ 
3 1 2 3 0 2 CH SH \ CH = — 
103 
Some detailed vcork has been done on the nitrosation of thiophenol by n i t r i c 
oxide and dinitrogen tetraoxide,, Nitrosation by NO gas taas found to give 
quantitative yields of the disulphide when the reaction was carried out i n 
aqueous solution^ and vas catalysed by addition of baseo Nitrosation by ,N0O 
was exothermic and unlike the NO reaction,, some over<=oxidation products were 
given ( e0g<, sulphoxides9 sulphones etc ) though the disulphide vjas formed 
10A 
xn gcod yieldo Green has shown that glutathione and cysteine can "protect" 
S 
antibacterial macrophages i n the lung froia poijpning by cigarette smoke*. 
These macrophage contain active enzymes such as 6=phosphate dehydrogenase 
which would be rendered inactive by disulphide formation dae to the oxides 
of nitrogen which are present in tobacco smoke in high concentrations (up to 
80 p 0p 0sa 0) 0 The presence of cysteine or glutathione may be protective due 
to " s a c r i f i c i a l " oxidation of these spscieso 
303o Nitrosation of thiourea 
•79 
Werner studied the reaction between 
thiourea and nitrous acid and found that at loiv and high acidities the reaction 
had a different stochiometry0 At low aciditiess 
HN0 2 + CS(NH 2) 2 H* -5- SOf" <• N 2 -0-2^0 
At higher acidities5 
2H*5" -F 2HK0 2 * 2CS(KH 2) 2 (NH2)2=£~S~S=&=(Mi2)2 -> 2KO <- 2H 20 
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For the l a t t e r reaction^ X=ray crystallography has confirmed the structure 
of the dithioformamidiuns ion Q In both casess the S-nitroso adduct of thiourea 
(NH„)OC=S~N0 i s observed as a yellow intermediate species having a maximum 
71 
absorbance at 420 nm0 StetSoan and co~vx>rkers have measured the sates of the 
foreward and backward reactions for the formation of this species in acid sol~ 
=ution p 
•> HMD -tr CS(NH ) _ K to (NH ) C^UNO <• H O 
A value for the equilibrium constant of formation of the species obtained 
3 2 =2 0 
from this rate data i s 5 JE 10 1 nrol at 25 Co The same workers have gone on 
to suggest a mechanism (based upon kinetic evidence) for the reaction at low 
108 
and high acidity 0 At lower acidities 0 i t appears that S=nitrosation w i l l 
make the nitrogen protons on thiourea more aeidie p giving a sufficient 
concentration of the conjugate base to allow for a reaction i n which there i s 
slow migration of the nitroso group to the nitrogen atonic 
(NHo)_0=&=ND : r = ^ (NHo)(Mi)(SN0) <• H 
jlow rearrangement 
V 
NH CS-NHN0 
1 rapid 
H* <• CNS~ * N 2 4- H20 <3==-= 3NJH2CS"N=N=OH 
This ties i n with the observed rate law0 and also agrees with the suggestion"*"*^ 
that i n the nitrosation of amidesv i n i t i a l nitrosation of the earbonyl oxygen 
15 110 is followed by transfer to the ataino groupD Some N n 0raor 0 studies have 
suggested that direct K=nitrosation may occur0 At higher acidities;, the kinetic:: 
of formation of the dithioformamidium ion have been s t u d i e d o ^ Since thiols 
o 
react directly with thijraitrites to give disulphides p i t seems l i k e l y that 
an analogous reaction takes place here 0 
(NH2)2CS + (NH2)2C§K0 (NH2)2C=S-S-C(NH2)2 * KO 
The radical cation can undergo various pathways to give the dithioformaraidium 
ion Q Other kinetic studies of the oxidation of thiourea to the disulphide 
111 
include oxidation by Cr(VI) 0 
3 a4 0 Nitrosation of Cysteine I t i s known that cysteine HSCH CH(NH )(C0oH) 
112 
acts as a n i t r i t e scavenger in cured meats 0 being the reost reactive meat 
protein residue toward n i t r i t e Q I t has also been shown that S=nitroso cysteine 
113 
is an effective nitrosating agent0 Some protem=bound studies of the nitrosat= 
113 
•=iora of cysteine residues have madeQ 
In mildly acidic solutions cysteine exists i n 
= -5-
the zwxtterionic formD HSCH2CH(C02)P|M^ o The ammo group i s very unreactive 
in such conditions and there i s noJ\evidence of N^nitrosation taking place 
006 
i n the presence of nitrous acid<, An S=nitroso coEspaumd i s formsdp on nitrosation a 
t-jhich undergoes oxidation to give the disulphide under certain oonditioraso 
The study of the nitrosation of cysteine may be of biological importance as 
cysteine residues play an important part i n the structure of peptides^ The re= 
114 
=action between cysteine and nitrous acid was studied by Stedrsan who found 
that formation of the S=nitroso compound was as far as could be detected 
irreversible 0 
CO H CQ_H 
1 2 KC1 | 
CHNH * HN0o ^ CHMi0 H <Q 
1 2 2 1 2 2 
CH2SH CH2SK0 
113 117 
The solid S°nitroso derivative of cysteine has been isolatedp D although 
this compound i s unstable,, I t i s a yellow species i n solution with a broad 
117 
absorbance around 330 nm0 Bonnett has isolated the nitrosation product 
of N=acetyl cysteine methyl ester which has similar physical characteristics 
to the S-nitros© derivative of cysteine and i s equally unstable,, 
S-NO 
I 
V2 
MeCOKKCH=C02Me 
In this present raarkp the kinetics of nitrosation of L-cysteine have been 
studied i n aqueous solution at 25^ C<, The reaction i s rapid and i s followed 
by observing the formation of the t h i o n i t r i t e at 330 n« using a stopped-
•=flowj spectrophotometer,, The results are given i n table l@ 0 The individual 
runs gave goodp f i r s t order s plots (for log{A^=A^) vs t)„ The data confirms 
114 
the rate expression established by Stedraan 
Rate s k [Cysteine 11 H*2t um^ 
From a plot of the observed rate constant (k^) vs ([Cysteine J „ a value for 
2 =2 = 1 
the t h i r d order rate constant (k ) of 448 1 col s i s obtained,. This is 
3 2 —2 = 1 114 i n good agreement with a value of 456 1 mol s obtained by Stedman0 
k can also be determined by plotting k vs fH^J 0 Thic has a small positive 
intercept^ and thin i s probably due to general acid catalysis by the carboxyl 
group i n the t h i o l a Thecs. i s therefore an additional UP-| RSH]) term9 and so 
k^ i s given by5 
k
0 " k 3 £ R S H3£ + k 2 I RSH] 
=82-
TABLES® 
[Cysteine] (M) £NaKD2l (M) [ B r ~ ] (M) 
1 
[ H * J (M) k Q ( s = 1 ) 
1-3 x 10 = 2 1 x 10"5 0 2°06 x 10 = 2 Q°179 
1°0 x 10 = 2 it i t i i 0°135 
=3 
5 x 1 0 
I I i t i t 0°0&8 
1 x 1Q~2 rs ti =2 6°18 x 10 0°320 
tt f t i t 4° 12 x K f 2 0°205 
it 11 i i 1°24 x K f 2 Q°098 
i i t t 0°50 2°06 x 10 = 2 Q°20 
ii I I 0°25 u Q°163 
i i I t 0°10 i t 0°151 
TABLE 30 
[MOS»AOJ(M) [NaK02l (M) £ J (M) 
I 
1 x 10° 3 =5 1 x 10 0 
=2 
2°06 x 10 0°Q32 
1 x 10°3 1 x 10~4 tt n 0°030 
1 x 1Q~2 1 x 10 = S I t it 0-308 
5 x 10°3 I I CO i t 0°145 
ii it n 4°12 x 10°2 0o271 
| it it I I Is24 X 10 = 2 0°1Q5 
t •> it 00 8°24 x 1Q°3 Q°067 
i t it Q°5Q 2°OS x 10"3 Q°215 
tt tt 0°4Q to 0°197 
tt tt Q°25 
- 1 
MoSoAo s Mercaptosuccinic acid 
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In thio caseD k^ s 433 i 5 and a 4 0 i laoi S 0 The value of k 3 
obtained here i s i n close agreement to the value obtained by varying JRSHJ 0 
The bromide ion catalysed reaction was studied for the f i r s t time 9 the result 
fcing included i n table 3© ° The rate expression obtained from these results i 
of the forms 
Rate = k£Br~|[ HNQ2! + k» £ HMD J 
Nowp for substrates such as aniline D the mechanistic scheme for nitrosation 
by NOBr i s given byj 
SH NOBr 
k. 
k 
l-NO -> 
H 
k 
Br 
SNO * H 
S RNH„ RO etc e 
Since the rate of disappearance of SH i s given bys 
Rate = k 2 [K03r][ SH 3 k [ iHN0][Br= 
a steady state to SHKQ 
[ SHNO] k 2 [ K 0 B r ] [ SH] 
So„ Rate 
k = 2 C B r = J * k 
k pk 2 f>CBr][ SH] 
k l Bz J o- k 
I f k ^ > ^ 2 C®3""'^  v a s K O U3- d ke expected for a rapid proton transfer to the p " <" - = 2 
solvent p then? 
-86= 
Rate s k [NOBrl[ S H] 
s k2K f Br" ]£ H5" If HK021C SH 3 
* k f > r = ] [ HN021 
The term kj[ Br"}! HK021 i * * the observed kinetic fona„ therefore seems to 
correspond to the above mechanism and on this basis i f we use the value of K 
(equilibrium constant for the formation of KOBr)s we obtain a value for k 2 of 
1°2Q x 10 I E O I s o The significance of this result w i l l be discussed later 
by comparing i t with data for other thiocarboxylic acids 0 
3 05 0 Nitrosation of Mercaptosuccinic acid 
97 
Since i t has been observed that the 
N<=acetyl derivative of penicillamine formg a stable t h i o n i t r i t e P i t follows 
that other thiocarboxylic acids may form relatively stable products on nitrosation 
and react rapidly with nitrosating agents,, I t has been the aim of the present 
work to study the nitrosation of several such compounds0 
The direct nitrosation of mercaptosuccinic acid 
(I-©2C)CH(SH)CH2(C02H) 0 was studied by observing the formation of the S=nitroso 
CQEpQUimd at 330 nm by stopped=flow spectrophotometryB exactly as for cysteine 
(at 25 C)o The results (table aO ) show the same kind of rate law as for cysteine., 
2 =>2 =1 
From the variation of t h i o l concentration B a value of 1456 1 mol s i s 
2 =2 =1 
obtained for k^ o By varying the acid concentration^ k^ s 1208 1 EIO! S 
=1 =1 
and k 2 i s 4°6 Issol s 0 The rate constant for bromide catalysed reaction i s 4 >=1 =1 2°63 x 10 IEOI s 0 
I f thiocyanate i s used as the nucleophile p there 
i s a tendancy for the plot of k Q vs [[sCN=J to curve o f f at high ([ SCN=J as 
shown i n table H E and in figure IZ 0 There may be several reasons why 
this levelling o f f icay take place at high thiocyanate concentrationsD these 
w i l l be considered i n turn5 
=37= 
TABLE 3(1 
£KCNS3 (M) CKCNST 1 ko 
0 0=161 
0=01 100 0=55 1=181 
0=02 so 1=30 0=766 
0°10 10 3° 69 0=271 
0=20 5 6=45 0= 155 
0 60 1=67 13=37 0=075 
1=20 0=83 19=49 0=051 
J 
[ H + J S 2=3 x 10°2M [NaKD 1 - 1 x 10~%l [MSA] S 5 x 10=3M 
—1 
1 0) Considering the high ionic strength of the solution (up to 1°2 moll ) 
there i s the possibility of a kinetic salt effect operating,. However i t i s * 
d i f f i c u l t to see how this rcsould affect the rate of nitrosation which i s 
essentially a reaction between tvjo neutral Eolecules (RSH and K0SCN)o The 
reverse reaction (denitrosation) between R^ HND and SCN° would be retarded i n 
a solution of increasing ionie strengtho This,, therefore does not seam to be 
a plausible explanation for the observed decrease i n rate at high thiocyanate 
concentration 0 
2 0) The acid concentration may be altered at high fscivfj owing to the formation 
of thiocyanic acid (HSCN)o A calculation based upon the pK value for this 
a 
species (see chapter one) shows that under the conditions i n this set of 
runs the amount of H bound up as HSCN is negligible cottpared to the tot a l 
acid concentration,, So this w i l l not satisfactorily explain the observed data Q 
3a) Since the observed rate constant i s defined as the rate at which free 
nitrous acid i s used up i n the reaction i t follows that i f a considerable 
concentration of HKO^  i s present as N0SCNB then the rat® expression wast be 
altered to take account of the facto This i s the ease i n the nitrosation of 
aniline by the S=nitroso adduct of thiourea (see chapter two) where the 
equilibrium constant for the formation of the nitrosating species i s so large 
that a significant anount of HKO^  is0bound11 up as the S==nitroso adducto At 
high thiocyaraate ion concentration a similar situation may arise 9 and so may 
use the came sort of expression as derived previously for thiourea (see page fc?) 
ik 2 J I xs 
At low SCN" this becomes0 [ KOSCN] - K [ H* J [ SCN°Jf m02 J 
Under the conditions used i 0 e 0 at high j^ SCN J. „ the core complex egression 
applieso I f we say that the srat& expression for the nitrosation of RSH by 
KOSCN i s given by§ 
Rate s k^RSH^C KOSCNJ 
Under these conditions 0 
Rate e. ^ ^ 2^ xs 
K [H+]|j[ S OfJ * 1 
The discussion of this relationship w i l l be continued after considering the 
fourth possible case 0 
4o) Refjrering to the above scheme for the nitrosation of the substrate SH by 
KOBr (in this case vse can replace WOBr by KOSCNjj i t can be seen that at high 
Br = concentration there may be some reversibility in the reaction due to 
oorapetition between the denitrosation of §HNO and proton loss to the solvent 0 
This i s what i s probably observed at high bromide concentration in the diazotis= 
=ation of aniline 9 although no kineti© isotope studies have been made as yeto 
I f we get the condition k <C4k ^ B r " J and the rate becomes zero order ±n 
broraide ion, "2his might provide an csjpl^aticn for the decrease in the rate 
at high thiocyanate concentration in the? nitrosation of mercaptosuccinic acid„ 
Clearly we have two possible c^aditioras^ > 
i ) k P 'SCN
=J 
SOo 
Rate 
k C R S H J C mo 1 2s xs 
+ 1 
Under this condition the reaction i s irreversible and the decrease in rate at 
high thiocyanate concentration could only be attributed to the increasing amount 
of nitrous acid being formed as NOSGNo Kow0 the rate i s given by% 
Rate = k 0 [ H K 0 2 l x s 
I f a double=reciprocal plot i s now takenB 
k2^RSH3 k 2 X RSH'3 Kf H J I SOT J 
This should give a straight line with a posotive slope and intercepts From 
the data in table BE this i s in fact what i s observed*. The slope has a value 
of 0=0171* 0=0003 and the intercept 0°044j> Q?014o The k 2 value obtained from 
3 -=1 =1 the intercept i s 4=54 x 10 Intol s 
i i ) k <<?> k _ |TSCN=J p =2 
k k |RSH3 
k„? [ScM°] * I 
K H* [ s e r f J 
90= 
MG 12 s NITR0SAXI0H OF THIOLS BY KQSCN 
k. (s~ ' ) ^0 
M S A 
20 
1 8 
1 6 
14 
M P A 
1 
10 
6 
4 
2 
) 
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A double reciprocal plot would not yield a linear relation D however the following 
egression would be obtained^ 
,-1 =2 i + || SCN 
Ko k k f RSH] I K [li P 2 
Examination of the experimental data shows that this expression i s not followed 
over any of the concentration rang© for thioeyanate ion 0 This suggests that the 
explanation for the decrease in rate at high thiocyanate concentration may be 
solely due to the formation of KOSCN in significant quantities and not due to 
a change in the rate limiting step 0 To test this further 0 the solvent isotope 
effect for the nitrosation of mercaptosuccinic acid at 1°GM SCN*" i s k,^  sk ^ 
T>20 H 20 
l°llo This suggests that proton transfer to the solvent from R§HND i s rapid 
compared to the attack by S C N = on RIHNO and that the condition k ^ k ^ f s a ^ f l 
P ~2li 
holds under these conditions,, 
An attempt i-jas made to isolate the thionitrite p 
several grammes of the thiocarboxylic acid were dissolved in a solution of 
sodium nitrite,, Concentrated sulphuric acid was added dropwise and the solution 
turned- deep redo The thionitrite was extracted in ether and on reicoving the 
solvent on a rotary evaporator,, the cherry red compound rapidly decomposed 
giving off bxoi-m fumes 0 presumably N02o 
3o6Q Nitrosation of 3^mercaptopropanoic acid 
The nitrosation of another thiocarboxylic acid 
was studiedo 3=mercaptopropanoic acid ( KSCH^ CH^ CO^ H 1 forms a thionitrite with 
a maximum absorbanco at 320 nm0 This substrate was subjected to the same kinetic 
studies as cysteine and saercaptosuceinic acido The results are given in table 33 
and refer to runs at 25°Co The kinetic data fxom the k^ vc £ RSHj plot gives 
3 2 =2 =1 3 P =2 =1 k_ ~ 4° 66 x 10 1 E O I s o By varying the acidity p k_ ~ 4° 35 x 10 1 'mol s J> 3 
and § 7»6 1EO1° 1S° 1 0 From the k Q vs [[Br" J plot p k 2 = 4°5 x 10 51HIO1" 1S = = 1 O 
- 9 2 -
T A B L E 3' 
CRSHl (M) £NaK02l (M) ] (M) J ^((T1) 
1 x K f 3 1 x 10" 5 2°05 x 10 o 1 0°093 
5 x 1Q~3 r? it Q°480 
1 X ICT2 ti n „ 0=959 
5 x ICT 3 it 4»12 x 1CT2 1 1°015 
i. II 3=3 x loT 2 „ 0°777 
II 1=02 x lO" 2 » 0°258 
ti 2°06 x 10 = 2 0°50 1°674 
I! II ii 0=25 1°112 
u tt 0° 10 0°743 
RSH - 3->mercaptopropartoic acid 
TABLE 3Q> 
[ K C N S ] (M) [ K C N S ] } ko< s = 1> 
0 Q°54 
Q°25 4 5°48 0°182 
0° 125 8 3° 66 Q°273 
0°50 2 8° 74 0°114 
1°QQ 1 13-22 0=076 
r H + J = 0 - 0 2 3 M £FfeK023 S 1 * lO" 4^ £ R S H ] = S X H T 3 M 
-93=' 
Ac for mercaptosuccinic aeid c large concentrations of thiocyanate ion are 
needed before the reaction shows any sign of becoming zero=order in added 
SCN o The double reciprocal plot showsc as for mercaptosuceiraic acid p a 
3 =1 •=! 
linear relationship giving a k 2 value of 3° 51 3s 10 Imol s ( slope = 
0° 0277± 0°COOS9 intercept = 0°Q57£Q°GO-4 ) c The solvent isotope effect at 
1°QM S O T i s ^ 0 Q S ^ J Q " l o 2 ^ 3 0 fthis seems to suggest the same conclusion 
as for mercaptosuccinic acid i 0 e 0 that the decrease in rate i s due to the 
formation of NDSQM rather than a change in the rate limiting stepo 
An attempt was made to isolate the thionitrite 0 A 
quantity of the thiol i0@<= several grammes were added to a solution of sodium 
n i t r i t e and acidified,, The solution turned deep red and was extracted into 
ethero On removing the solvent a cherry red liquid remained which gave an =1 =1 =1 i 0 r 0 spectrum with peaks at 2560 cm B 1750 cm g 1530 cm (^ N-O s t r ) 0 =1 =1 
1400 cm and 630 cm (~S~N s t r ) 0 The red liquid was refluxed in methanol 
gave off brown fumes9 although the colour persisted^ On adding aniline the 
colour disappeared probably due to the formation of the disulphide 0 
2 RSK0 <• 2 PhNH2 ••• • > 2 Ph$ 2 •> RSSR -5- H^ O 
3o70 Discussion 
The collected data fox the nitrosation of the various 
thiols are given in t a b l e s ^ together mth some data for N=acetyl DpL«psniciil~ 
0 115 
~axaine at 31 CB obtained by previous workers o The magnitude of k 2 ( for KOBr) 
is-.^11 below the diffusion controlled rate=»liaiit0 unlike the ease for the 
nitrosation of aniline by K0Bro fho i^GlGspfedlieity Q>£ sulphur i s gr@at©r 
than that of nitrogen^ although the nucleophilicity of the thiol wil l be 
dependent ispon the nature of the R group ( aniline and thiophertol both have 
91 
a Pearson 5n° value of 5°70 )0 In a l l cases 0 nxtrosation proceeds rapidly 
and irreversibly p this i s in contrast to the nitrosation of alcohols (see 
chapter four) where the reaction shows a substantial degree of reversibility Q 
-,94=-
THIOL 
TARLB 3» 
k 3(HK0 2) " k2(K0SCN) k2(N0Br) 
3 5 M~acetyl penicillamine 840 3 K 10 1°4 x 10 
C0oH 
CH 0CO=NH=CH=C (CH „ ) 03 |' 3 2 
SH 
4 
Cysteine 448 = 1°2 x 10 
CO H 
1 2 
HS-CH2=CH-NH2 
3 3 4 Mggcaptosuccimic acid 1°46 x 10 4°54 x 10 2°63 x 10 
SH 
H02C=CH2=CH=C02H 
j^iaercaptopropanoic acid 
3 3 5 HS=CH2=CH2<=C02H 4° 66 x 10 3° 51 x 10 4-53 x 10 
Fbr the penicillamine derivative, the reverse reaction! ^chasitxosation) has 
toesra studied-' ' •in.jaiglh acid concentration (1=4 M HC1)0 
RSNO * X = ^ ^ RSH * KOX 
removed 
X c i o Br 0 SCW etc c 
Owiag to the low basicity of the thiomitritep the reaction proceeds very 
slowly and the equilibriiam i s very Mich in favocar of the thionitrite Q Ira 
the presence of a n i t r i t e trap such as sodium azido or sulphaiaic acid the 
reaction can be made to proceed irreversibly provided the-trap i s in sufficient 
excesso The reaction i s found to be f i r s t order in RSNO and acid=eatalysed p 
being proportional to h^o The reaction was catalysed by halide ions 9 thiocyanate 
and thiourea as for the denitrosation of N^nitrosoamineso In -the absence of 
ni t r i t e traps P RSNO i^as shown to act as a nitrosatitag agent toward amines (e 0g 0 
N=iaethyl 4=.nitroaniline ) B where the mechanism involves prior denitrooation 
of RSNO yielding a free nitrosationg species (eogoHKQ^ or K0C1 ) 9 which effects 
the amine nitrosation<> For comparistos the rate constants of nitrosation by 
KOBr (at 25^C) of some amines0 thiols and alcohols are given in table 34 o 
TABLE % 
Substrate k ( I E O I 1 S = 1 ) 
MeOH 2 x 10 
Cysteine 1°2 x 10 
3=raercaptopropanoic acid 4°53 x 10" 
C,H^!H? 1°7 x 10 
For reasons explained above ( i 0 e 0 difference in nucleophilicity) there i s a 
difference of several orders of magnitude between the k^ values for the 
nitsosation of aniline and other substrateso However^ the overall reactivity 
does not show such a marked difference because aniline w i l l be extensively 
protonated in acid solution,, t£ier@ag the thiols ami alcohols w i l l be present 
almost entirely in the free formc Consequently^ the observed rat© constants for 
the nitrosation of the various species are not markedly different 0 
I t has been observed that for the N=acetyl derivative of pen= 
~icillamiae the rate of nucicopMlo catalysed reaction becomes zero=order with 
respect to iodide and thiocyamate at high nucleophile concentratiosio This i s 
not observed for the Br = or C l " catalysed reaction,, In the case of SQM" 
=.96= 
however„ the concentrations involved are too low to cause a decrease in rate 
due to the formation of NQSCN (as i s the case for mercaptosueeinic acid and 
3=mercaptopropanoie acid )» The only?plausible explination i s that the rate 
of denitrosation of RSHNO exceeds that of proton loss t© the solvent at high 
([sciCJ and |l°3 o Since these two nucleophiles are more reactive than C l " or 
Br = i t follows that this effect should be seen in the case of the former 
nucleophileg rather than the less reactive CI and Br 0 So for nitrosation of 
N=acetyl penicillamine by NQSCN or KOI i t seems quite possible that there i s a 
change in the rate limiting step on going from low to high anion concentration, 
dccording to the scheme l a i d out earlier we go from th© condition k 5>> k _ CSCTO 
p =2 ^ 
to k <<^ k ([.SCN^ J and in the latter case the rate i s zero order in SCN= (or 1°) 
To test this hypotheeisp a kinetic isotope study has been carried out for the 
0 
iodide catalysed nitrosation of N=aeetyl penicillamine at 25 C Q The results are 
given in table below0 
TABLE 
C K I J (M) V S = 1 ) 
0 1°95 
OC05 (2°32) 
Q°Q1 , 2°46 (1°98) 
0°Q2 3° 44 
0°Q3 4=21 
0°05 4°8i (1°87) 
£RSHj S 2° 4 x 1Q~3 M ([NaNO J ~ 1 x l C f 4 
1 or D (l " 0°« 
Reaction followed at 338 mn0 Figures in brackets refer t© smm in &£>0 
Clearly there i s a considerable difference in the rate constant between the 
reaction in water and D O at high iodide ©oneentratiora0 This indicates that 
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Q 
0 
(=1 
nn 
0 a, 
8 
1 OJ o -4* 
proton transfer'''to the solvent from RSHKO must be rate limiting and that the 
condition k k „ if I*J applies 0 As ejjplained e a r l i e r 0 a similar effect p <=^J 
i s not observed for mercaptosuccinic acid and 3=mercaptopropanoic acid so there 
nust be a structural characteristic involved in N=>acetyl penicillamine which 
causes this to happera0 An explanation might be based upon consideration of 
steric and electronic effects in the various protonated thionitrites*, 
CH„ CO H 
I fi 
8 
CH 3 
2 
N~acetyl penicillamine Mercaptosuccinic acid 3=mercaptopropanoie 
acid 
Considering the electronic effects 0 the pres ence of carboisylic groups adjacent 
to the thiol group in the succinic and propanoic residues w i l l enhance proton 
transfer to the solventp wheraes the presence of methyl groups adjacent to the 
~SNO function in penicillamine will make proton transfer relatively slow0 
Storic effects would also be important here as approach of a water molecule 
would be hindered by the roethyl groups in the case of penicillamine.. Steric 
hindrance i s less of a problem in the case of the other two thiocarboxylic acids» 
So9 for the penicillamine derivative 0 the condition k <^ k £SCN =J i s 
p =-2 
reached icor^freadily upon increasing the thiocyanate concentration 0 The condition 
does not seem to be reached at a l l in the case of the other two thiols 0 
3o8_o The uso_of tfaioearboaylic acids as n i t r i t e traps 
I t i s clear from the above discussion that 
these thi<3.s react irreversibly and rapidly with nitrosyl halides to form thio= 
13 
~n i t r i t e s which appear to be relatively stable in solution I t i s knoi-jn 
that thiols are not very reactive towards nitrosoamines in a direct reaction 
Cog0 cysteine has a macleophilicity approximately the same as that of chloride 
ion toward K=nethyl K=nitrosoaniline 0 Provided the thiol doss not significantly 
catalyse the denitrosation P acting as a nucleophile i t i s of interest to study 
the efficiency of these <sospounds as n i t r i t e traps in the denitrosation of 
„99~ 
nitffosoaminecp In order to determine the efficiency of the particular thiol 
i 0 e 0 the reactivity toward the formed nitrosyl species in the denitrosation re= 
=action s the method described in chapter one i s employed,. From the overall 
(observed)rate constant for denitrosation,, the ratio k^sk can be obtained 
by adding increasing amounts of PhNHMe,, 
h PhlsiHMe * Br" - ' - - ^ PhNHMe + KOBr 
=1 
k2 RSH 
RSKO <• Br 
ft 
k^k i s a measure of the effectiveness of RSH in 0savenging" NOBr and hence 
making denitrosation irreversible 0 
(a) W=acetyl D pL~penicillamine 
The reaction was followed by observing the disa= 
appearance of the nitrosoamine at 270 nm on a conventional u0v„ spectrophotometer 
A l l runs were made at 31°C0 The results are in table 3Jf ° These results show 
the followingi 
i ) The denitrosation reaction i s zero order in added penicillamine at concentration, 
greater than 8 s 10 jyj „ Goody f i r s t order plots for each individual rate 
constant were obtained under such conditions,, 
i i ) In the presence of a sufficient excess of sodium azide to ensure that a l l 
the KOBr was being effectively remo.ved froe the reaetion p addition of penicill= 
=>amine had l i t t l e effect on the rate and so the added penicillamine does not 
appear to show any nucleophilic activity toward the nitrosoamine0 
i i i ) The raff<set. o>£- a«Mix?>g N=-nethylaniline (NMA) was minimal 9 and this suggests 
that the KOBr i s being trapped out very effectively by the t h i o l D The Fx^ sk 
ratio vj&a estimated as 695 although with saeh a small slope this i s subject 
to considerable errors,, Even so p i t seeias that N=acetyl penieillasaine i s 
an cEtsssptionally good trap 0 IMder similar conditions p sodium azidc (considered 
to bo an effective trap) gives a ratio of 32„ 
-100= 
TABLE 3f 
i o 4 [RSH] (M). . [NMA] (M) [NaN3] (M) »®k0(s..A) | kg1-
0°.76B . I . 
3° 84 =• 20° 8 -
1».152 - => 14° 9 -
2° 15 20-9 
11° 5 23° 0 
7° 68 23° 9 
3° 6 7° 5 x 1G~2 15°9 629 
n 5 x I C f 2 19°4 515 
it =2 2° 5 x 10 21° 3 469 
• I 21°8 459 
4 x 1Q~3 18° 7 j 
1°6 x 10° 2 18° 5 
= 2 x 10 = 2 19° 1 
4° 81 <i 19° 7 -
9° 62 n 23° 7 
f 
«• this run did not give a f i r s t order relationship btween absorbance and time 
|[H 2S0 ]j s 2°43 M [NMNAjs I K 1Q=4M [NaBrJ s 0°1M 
RSH » N-accrtyl penicil.lariine 
=101= 
(b) Mercaptosuccinic acid 
Tho effectiveness of this compoiand as a trap was 
studied in the same way as penicillamines The results are given in table 3^1 
TABLE Sf 
10 [ R S H ] . 
1 ry 
10 [ K M A I 10 k Q ( s ) 
0°024 = 8 = 
Q°238 = 11°9 = 
0°475 = 12° 9 •= 
1°19Q = 12° 9 7° 75 
it 0°794 10° 1 9° 90 
19 0°529 10° 9 9° 17 
I t 1°32 8°23 12° 10 
[ H 2 S 0 4 ] J = 1°95 M £wmj~ i x 10 M J'NaBrj) = 0°1M 
RSH - Mercaptosuccinic acid 
For the k" 1 vs |NMA]jplot § 
Slope a 3° 27*0° 11 x 10 4 
2 
Intercept = 7°57* 0°09 x 10 
es k^sk , = 19°4 2 =1 
With sodium azide present in sufficient excess to reEove a l l the KOBr fonaedp 
the addition of mereaptosuceinie acid provides no further rate increase and 
so i t appears that the thiol acts only as a trap and does not react directly 
with the nitrosoaoine as a mcleophileoThe value ©f the above ratio shows 
that under these conditions nercaptosuccinic acid i s less effective as a 
JO . 
n i t r i t e trap than penicillamine*) As explained in chapter oncD the ratio Q a ; [ | 
above i s liable to vary with acid concentration and halide concentration;, so 
a l l these runs have been done under approximately the same conditions 0 as 
': ...V.S!«': Ui;i\"c,iSr/.„ 
»102=. 
this enables a Qeaningful comparisfiin of the effectiveness of the traps to be 
made0 In addition P for mercaptosuccinic acid 0 the effect of varying acid 
concentration and halide concentration on the lC,sk ^ ratio was studied,, The 
results are given in table $@ For the sake of c l a r i t y 0 the individual 
runs have not been included •= only the ratio i s given c 
TABLE A> 
[H 2SQ 41 (M) [[NaBrl (M) Hi V k = l 
1°95 0°1 19° 4 
1°Q5 0°1 S°3 
3" 27 0°1 133 
2° 11 0=1 25° 5 
2°11 Q<=2 11°6 
2°11 0°4 2°7 
JMOSOAOJ n 1°2 x K f 3 M [[KMNA] 1 x 10 St 
The results show the same trends as other n i t r i t e traps„ i 0 e 0 that as the acidity 
o 
increases,so the k^sk ^ ratio increases 0 However0 for the thiol the effect i s 
stare pronouncedo The reason for the increase in the value of the ratio 
i s that the added N=methylaniline becomes increasingly protonatcd and so 
k ^ KMAJ decreases^ /gainst this i s the increasing protonation of the trap ^  
however for the thiol there will be very l i t t l e protonation and this may explain 
a 
the effect of added acid in creating a very large increase in the l<2;k ^ ratioo 
I t should be stressed that the increase in this ratio i s not due to the inerea=> 
-sing effectiveness of the trap itselfp but simply the removal of PhNHMe from 
the reaction, by protonation c The effect of added bromide ion in' certain cases^ 
a 
decreases the value of k sk ^  
chapter oneL I f we refer tb the £C?.eit.e 
on page^o i t can be seen that k^ "1 i s a eosrposito rate constant and i s in 
,103-
fact given by; 
P 2 
k [Br°j * 
P 
Now0 for mercaptosuccinic acid i t has been shown that under the conditions us<edB 
k ^ ^ k 2 £Br™2 p giving a k^" independent of jjjBr J » Therefore the decrease 
in the k"sk ratio must be due to the nitrosation of N=methylaniline i 0 e 0 
the k step c 
(c) 3^mercaptopropanoic acid 
The results are given in table » The k^ 'sk 
value of 592 shows that this substrate appears to act as a very good n i t r i t e 
trap Q 
TABLE 04 
io 4 [RSUJ io 2 [[NMAJ (M) 
0°718* 5° 8 9 
1°077* - 7° 4 5 
1=795^ 7-7 
* 
3<>59 
7*1 
1°79 8° 9 3 8°08 12° 38 
!t 3° 5 7 12°Q 8° 3 3 
I t 1°79 13" 13' 7° 6 0 
t! Q°71 12 = 7 0 7 ° 8 7 
Slope = 6° 36 [2 0° 4 4 J: 1 0 
Intercept ~ 6° 7 4 ^ 0 ° 21 « 10' 
K 2 S k = l S 5 9 2 
runs (#) 9 [ [ K C I J = 2=49 M others^ j j ^ S O ^ 2= 11M 
NMNA 1 x 10 14 fwaBrJ ~ 0 ° 1 M 
The t h i o l did mot show amy nucleophiiic ac t i v i t y toward the nitros©assiae0 
(d) L^Cysteine 
The results are giwom below i n table <, 
TABLE o 
io 4 £RSH3 (M) |NMA]J (M) i ^ -1 10Tc0(s ) 0 
0»384 xtot f i r s t order -
1°15 - 17° 8 
1°54 - 17°8 
1°92 15° 9 629 
3° 84 14° 7 -
19° 2 16° 1 = 
0 ( 7 6 o 9 NL) - 17° 2 
1°92 =3 6°8 3c 10 7° 05 
3 
1°42 3* 10 
n 1°7 x 10 = 2 2° 82 3° 55 3C 10 3 
3° 4 x K f 2 1°41 7n09 3£ 10 3 
Slope n 1°95*0°04 js lO 5 
Intercept - 359 £ 77 
k»«sk - 9 o ^ 
The collected data i s given below; 
3s 2' 
,2 ~2 =1 
k2(K0SCN) 
=1 =1 
k2(KOBr) 
l l H O l ^ s " 1 
V ~ 1 
N°acetyl 
penicillamine 
(31°Cj 
840 3 x 10" 1°4 X 10" 695 
Cysteine 1«2 x 10 10 
Mercaptosucciinic 
acid 1°46 x 10" 
3=-meEcaptopropartoic 
acid 4° 6 sc 10" 
4°M s 10" 
3° 51 x 10" 
2°63 K 10 
4° 53 st 10" 
19 
592 
Sodium aside 22o(Re£l3?) 32 
«• Included fox comparison purposes^ the k*'sk value taas obtained from reference 
11=1 X 
27P the conditions being approximately the saiae as those for the t h i o l runs 0 
Exasrdnation of the above results show that under certain conditions 0 the thiols 
ssake extremely effective -nit r i t e traps i n comparisin to other reagents hithero 
used as n i t r i t e trapse At high aeidities p mercaptosucciniG acid i s particularly 
effective beeauseD unlike many traps (e 0go sulphasaic acid a hydrazine ) i t dttes 
not undergo extensive protonationo 
The above rate constants do not a l l f i t i n to 
a consistent pattemo For exa@ple0 3=morcaptopropanoic acid i s icore reactive 
tovjasd NOBr than N^&uetyl penicillamine yet the latter seens to be the saare 
effective n i t r i t e trap 0 This raay prove to be a t r i v i a l ooqpariaJiKi ttovsevox0 
because of the considerable margin for error t-:hen neasurirag a k'*sk- ratio 
of such a size Q Under these conditions only a very small change in rate constant 
is observed as large anouirats of N=Bethylaiaiinie are added to the donitrosation 
reaction„ 
-106= 
In another e3jaiBpl<20 i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see vihy cysteine i s less reactive 
toward raitrouo acid than Eercaptosiaccinic acid whesa one considers that the l a t t e r 
has a carbossyl group adjacent to the t h i o l groupo Also c i t can be seen that 
iaercaptosaccinie acid sad 3=Eaecaptopropanoic acid both show the saxae reaetivityt 
tomrd KOSCN0 but show different reactivities toward N0Br<> A sterie factor ©ay 
operate here as Esrcaptosuceinic acid i s a considerably store builky compound 
than S-mercaptopropanoic acido 
3o 9 Suacsaary 
1 0) The rate of nitrosation of the thiols studied here are several orders of 
magnitude less than that of aniline and of the same order of magnitude as 
several alcohols and carbohydrates„ This coiald be ejsplained by comparing the 
nueleophilic reactivity of the various species*, toward an electrophilic reagent 
e0g„ K0Bro 
2 0) The overall reactivity of thiols toward mitrosatimg agents i s similar to 
that of aniline nsnder approximately the same ©onditionsj, though this is due to 
the large difference i n basicity between the two species i o e 0 aniline i s 
vi r t u a l l y completely protonated i n acid solution cospared to the t h i o l «hich i s 
mostly-present i n the free form0 
3 o ) For thiols containing;-electron withdrawing groups adjacent to the t h i o l 
growpj, gerc^ -ordesr -<sk^ g<SKfence oapon halide ion t>as not obtained at high halide - -.
concentration (tmlike aniline and N~acetyl penicillamine) this wan attributed 
to a steric and electronic effect on the acidity of the protonated t h i o n i t r i t e 0 
4 0) The t h i o n i t r i t e s were a l l observed as stable species i n solution,, giving 
broad abe©rptions i n the regies 3Qt>=350 nsaQ They a l l proved d i f f i c u l t to isolate 
and to characterise ©wing to their instability,, 
5 0) The thiooaictossylie acids wore found to nake effective n i t r i t e traps in-
the denitzosation of N=nitroso K=nethylaniline D especially at high acidities 
where they were not prone to undergo protonation (rendering tfaeaa sanreactivo 
toward raitrosatirap species such as K0Br)o 
CHAPTER FOUR 
The Nitrosatiora of Alcohols 
= 1 0 7 = 
4 01 o Introduction _ 
Alcohols react with nitrous acid reversifoly to give 
_ _ 118 an alkyl 1rs2.tra.tG0 
The rate of the forward reaction io so rapid that u n t i l recently i t has been 
119 
possible only to measure i t by indirect methods9 although now i t -can b© 
obtained directly by stopped=flQw spectrophotometry0 
Alkyl n i t r i t e s are stable compounds i f kept dry p though 
they have been used i n aqueous solution as nitrosating agents^ Since alkyl 
n i t r i t e s undergo rapid hydrolysis i n water this indicates that the alkyl n i t r i t e 
iaay not be acting as a nitrosating agent i t s e l f but say hydrolyse to nitrous 
acid yihdch then tTocns a nitrosating agento The acid catalysed hydrolysis of 
120 
alkyl n i t r i t e s i s particularly rapid and this would support such a view0 In 
addition^ i t has been found that the nitrosation of sulphanil amide by cyclo-
122 
=hexyl n i t r i t e occurs via prior hydrolysis to give nitrous acid„ Soae work 
has also been done i n alkaline solution which suggests that alkyl n i t r i t e s 
containing j!—electron withdrawing groups rapidly give nitrosation of secondary 
123 
amineso A study of the nitrosation of anilines by propyl n i t r i t e i n 
acidified propan<=l=ol shows that there i s v i r t u a l l y no reaction i n the absence 
of halide ions or thiourea and that the reaction i s readily catalysed by these 
specieso This suggests that propyl n i t r i t e dues not act directly as a nitrosating 
agent but must undergo prior denitrosation t© form the nitrosating agento The 
rates of acid ^catalysed hydrolysis of alkyl n i t r i t e s i n water have been measured 
124 
and a Eeehanisra has foecm proposed J i n which there is rapid protonation 
followed by rate U n i t i n g denitrosationo 
rapid ^ 
ROM) -J- H^ S d T - Z I I ^ r ' R^ =K0 * 0H? 
rate l i m i t i n g 
The reaction i s catalysed by halide ions which act as nucleophiles u Studies of 
the nitrosation of alcohols by nitrosyl chloride 0 have yielded values 
for the equilibrium constant of the reactions 
K 
ROH •> KDC1 ^ZZZT^ ROKO <• HC1 
the effect of electron withdrai-jing groups i n the alcohol is to sh i f t the 
e q u i l i b r i a to the right by enhancing ' the basicity of the alcohol <, Steric 
factor's do not appear to play a major part i n determining the value of Kp this 
i s probably due to the small size of N O C l o 
115 
More recent sudies have provided the rat® 
constants for the foreward reaction (k ) at 25®C0 according to the scheme 
below;; 
k 
MeOH * NOX • ^ MeONO * X= 
H 
MsOKO * 
For X " Cl"B k s 2°1 sc 10 51SEO1 = 1S = 1C For X = Br% k = 2°0 x 10 4 1EO1 = 1O' = 1O 
For comparisons i f we consider the nitrosation of aniline 0 we get a k^ value 
9 =1 =1 = of 2°2 x 10 Irnol s for X " c i 5 this ill u s t r a t e s that aniline i s considerably 
store reactive than methanol<, However the overall (observed) rate constants 
for the nitrosation of methaireol and aniline are of the same order of magnitude 
because aniline i s extensively protonated i n acid solution 0 
127 
A kinetic study of the reaction between methanol 
and nitrous aeid has yielded k^ and k values for the reaction% 
k l 
MeOH * HN02 ^ MeONO -s- H£> 
Since the observed rate constant i s defined as5 
Rate 3 k Q |[HND21 
Assuming j^ HNO [ MeOH J B i„e0 under f i r s t order conditions 5 
So0 
0 f r 
k f s [MsQH] k—j-
£ s k . 
k Q = k^MeOHj + k = 1 
Both the foreward and reverse reactions were subject to acid catalysis which i s 
consistent with a mechanism involving rate li m i t i n g nitrosation by the nitrous 
acidiura ion H^&^ or the nitrosonium ion K$0 
HQ=CH„ ^ g CHjONO ^ZZZL CH <0N0 <• H* 
3 31 3 
H 
•> 4 + X s H KO or KO, 
The rate of the for coward reaction 'is observed to be given by 5 
Rate = k [ MeOH J [ ] [ HKO 1 
2 -=2 =1 0 k_ has a value of 700 1 icol s at 25 Co The value of the rat® constant for 3 
<. 
the bintolecular reaction betiveen MeOH and X i s unobtainable as a value for the 
pK of nitrous acid i s unknown,, Other alcoholic substrates have been subjected a 
115 
to the same kinetic study and the same rate egressions apply i n each caseD 
The values of k^ dif f e r for each alcohol (though they are of the same order 
of magnitude ) D this suggests that the bimolecular nitrosation step must have 
a rate constant that i s well below the diffusion-controlled l i m i t as there' i s 
some discrimination between the various oubstrates0 
The equilibrium constants for the overall non~ 
-halide ion catalysed reaction i c e 0 k sk were determined for a series of . . • 
alcohols and the follot'jing sequence obtained in order of decreasing equilibrium 
constant^ CH3OH y EtOH y i=PrOH yt=BuOHo This series i s due almost entirely 
to a decrease i n the magnitude of 'the for^waxd rate constant for the nitrosation 
reaction, and can only be attributed to steric effects as the electronic effects 
would give the opposite trend,, 
4 o 2 o The intermediate i n aqueous nitrosatijan_ 
In aqueous acid solution^ nitrous acid 
forms a nitrosating species which could be either H^S^o "fc*1© nitrous acidium 
ion or NO^ p the nitrosonium ion a There i s no direct evidence for the existence 
of H2KQ2p but there i s spectroscopic evidence for the existence of nitrous 
acid as NO* i n quantitative amounts in 60% H^ SO^ o At lower acidities the identity 
of the nitrosating species i s not clear,, although i t i s generally assumed that 
at high acidities (e<>g0 y 3M acid ) the nitrosating agent i s the NO ion 0 
Sorae evidence for the nitrous acidiuia ion as the reactive species at IOVJ acid 
1 2 8 
concentrations i s given xn astudp of the reactaon between hydrazoic acid 
nitrous acid c 
slow 
HK0„ •> H <r N" ^ HO * M.K0 
3 2 3 
N 2 * N 2 ° 
1 8 
O enriched water was useds and the formed nitrous oxide was not found to have 
1 8 <• 
any O incorporatedo I f the reaction had taken place via KO0 the rate of 
exchange between water and Ko" would have been equal to the rate of nitrosation 
and the formed nitrous oxide would be expected to have the sasae icotopic 
composition as the solvents. As this was not the easeD this suggests that H KQ_ 
2 
ms the reacting speciesD I t i s worth coiaparing this to an analogous situation 
ioSo the nitration of aromatic substrates (e 0g 0 eaesityleno)0 I t i s generally 
accepted that the nitronium ion NO^ i s the reactive species rather than H^KD* 
H
2
K 0 3 ^rzr^zr°^ H20 + NO* k 2 .. ArKO^ * H* 
ArH 
1 2 9 
Rate measurements show that k 2 i s large (diffusion^controlled) and that 
k ^> so that the reaction can be Eade zero-order i n ArH with fonoation 
of NO* rate lisatingo The h a l f - l i f e of the tf& ion i s calculated to be%10^s 
This corresponds to a diffusion controlled reaction with the aromatic specieso 
57 KI* ^lO Ridd estiniates the half l i f e of KO to be *v 10 s 0 This cay be too short 
- I l l -
for the species to be considered a nitrosating agent under these conditions,, 
Benton & Moore' ' have studied the nitrosation of hydrogen peroxide to give 
pernitrous acid as an intermediate and n i t r i c acid as the product,, 
HK02 * H2°2 H 2 ° * HOCKD > HKO 
They have suggested a mechanistic scheme as follows 5 
K 
H* <r HKD 2 ^ fg, H 2 m 2 
k 
" 2 ^ 2 NS H 2O 
k - l 
NO •> HQ ~ HK0 O <• 2 2 3 
K 2 
or c H2K02 + H 20 2 ^ H K 0 3 + H* 
Sincep rate 0 k^ j^HNO^ 0 then two expressions for k^ could be obtained 
depending on which species was the nitrosating agent0 I f the nitrous 
acidium ion i s the reactive spsciesp then? 
k0 " k 2 ^ C " H + I [ H 2 ° 2 7 
I f the nitrosoniua ion i s the reactive species^ theng 
k « k k K [ H ^ [ H 2 0 ] 
0 • 
k - l [ H 2 ° 3 + k 2 l H 2 0 2 ^ 
The la t t e r expression would mean that at high j[H2Q21 the rate could become zero 
order i n substrate i f k f[H 20 2]] k ([iHIgQ^ J ° This could apply to any 
substrate and the rate constant for which zero=order conditions are achieved 
would;, at constant acidity,, be the same for each substrate,, I t i s found that 
the reaction does tend to become sero=order at high concentrations of H 2© 2 
(4 icol! and this might suggest that NO i s the nitrosating species,, Howeverp 
-112*-
there are tico possible objections to such a conclusion,, The f i r s t i s that the 
=1 .=1 
value of the l i m i t i n g rate constant was obtained as c 0a 0 600 ISEQI ~S for the 
nitrosation of hydrogen peroid.de at O^ C 0 this i s i n agreement with the earlier 
131 
work of Anbar &' Taube but i s about three times the measured rate of exchange 
of 1^0 between NO* and H20 at this temperature.. Secondly p the concentration, of 
hydrogen peroxide used i s so great that H c o u ^ t j e considered a co~solvent 
and a medium effect may play a part i n the rate of nitrocation "levelling" o f f 
at high concentrations of peroxideo In the present work i t has been the aim to 
c l a r i f y the situation by carrying out the nitrosation of a series of alcohols 
at high alcohol concentration and at different acidities to see i f the rate 
constant at which zero=order conditions i s obtained (the l i m i t i n g rate constant) 
i s independent of the nature of the alcohol„ which according to the Benton and 
Moore work should be the case0 
4„30 Nitrosation of alcohols at high alcohol concentration 
A l l the reactions were studied by observing the 
0 
disappearance of nitrous acid by stopped=flow spectrophotometry at 25 C unless 
otherwise stated,, The runs gave goodp f i r s t order plots and over a long 
period of time showed reversibility (duo to hydrolysis of the alkyl n i t r i t e ) 0 
The results are given i n tables 43=>480 These results 
show that for each alcohols, the ratio(lim k Q; ^ H^J ^ g ) i s the same at different 
acidities s but condradictory to the observations of Benton and Moore this ratio 
differs from one alcohol to another (see f i g 14- ) 0 This suggests that the levelling 
o f f i n rate at high alcohol concentration may not be due to nitrosation by NO* 
but may be due to the nature of the alcohol i t s e l f i 0 e 0 a medium effect 0 This 
seems l i k e l y considering the high concentrations of alcohol used0 To study this 
further s an inert solvent,(tetrahydrofurafj) was addedo Thic i s unreaetive 
toward nitrosation and does not protonate to any significant extent under these 
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conditionso Upon adding this solvent to a reaction mixtures the rate of 
nitrosation of ethanol decreased by c0a<, 40% when THF was added i n a concentration 
similar to that needed to produce 2ero=order kinetics for e^anol (see table 49) 
This lends further weight to the argument that the zero<=order conditions observed 
by Benton and Moore for the nitrosation of hydrogen peroxide may be due to a 
solvent effect and not due to KO as the nxtrosatirag agent0 This does not 
rule out the nitrosonium ion as the nitrosating agent nor does i t confirm 
that the nitrous aeidium ion i s the effective nitrosating agent under these 
conditions 0 but i t does show that the existjance of the &±£s®esa±«55 ion as 
a nitrosating species cannot be discountedo 
TABLE 43 
NaKO J s 0°04 M Observed at 386nm 
[MeOHj(M) f H + ] ( M ) 
0°50 6°2 x 10 46°94 
1°0 " 62=83 
2°Q " 72° 53 
3°0 " 78° 60 
4°0 " 79°18 
0°5 0=164 149°4 
1°0 " 177 
2°0 "1 200 
3°0 " 206° 2 
0°5 4°8 x 1Q~2 43° 83 
1°0 " 52° 45 
2°0 " 62° 24 
3°0 " 61°54 
4°0 " 61°99 
0°5 " 3° 61* 
1°0 " 4°73* 
2°0 »» 5° 90* 
3°0 " 6°91* 
4°0 '» 7° 48* 
6°0 » 8° IS-' 
8°0 8° 76" 
*> s studied at 0 Co 
"11©-
TABLE 44 
Methanol 
[ H * D x s ( M ) limiting k 0 ( s = 1 ) lim" k Qs [ H^J^ 
6° 2 x 1CT2 79 1274 
0° 164 208 1268 
4°8 x 10 = 2 62 1292 
" (0°C) 9°Q 187 
The energy of activation i s calculated to be 67 kJtaolo1 
TABLE 45 
Observed at 290 nm0 Allraeasurements at 25 0C o j£ NaKO 1 - 1 x 1Q = 2 M 
EtOH J (M) IH*] (M) ^o{B"1) 
Q°l 4°7 x 10° 2 29°95 
0°5 " 36° 01 
1°0 " 41° 16 
1°5 " 42°78 
2°0 " 45° 95 
2° 5 46° 47 
=2 
0°2 1°4 x 10 11°82 
0° 5 " 13° 65 
1°0 " 14°15 
1°5 » 14°21 
=2 
0°2 7°5 x 10 44°86 
0°5 " Sl°40 
1°0 "> 60°81 
2°0 " 69°73 
2°5 " 67°05 
-11&. 
TABLE 46 
Ethattol 
H +] x s Limiting k ^ s " 1 ) lim k Q s [H*] ^ q 
4°7 x 10 = 2 46°5 989°4 
=2 
1°4 x 10 14°2 1014 
7"5 x 10~2 68°4 977 
TABLE 47 
0 
Studied! at 285 nm and 25 C NaNO Js 1 x 10 M 
i=propanol1 (M) H* ] (M) 
0"20 
0°50 
1°Q 
2°Q 
0°2 
0°5 
1°0 
1°5 
0°20 
0°50 
1°0 
1°5 
2°0 
4°7 x 10 
0°104 
7°0 x 10 
27°01 
30° 4 
30° 31 
32° 19 
56° 38 
62° 90 
70° 13 
70° 04 
41° 65 
43° 20 
42° 02 
45° 80 
46°05 
TABLE 48 
i-propanol 
H+D „ -1, . r . . -
xs lim k Q ( s ) lira k s |[H xs 
•=•2 
4»7 x 10 32 681 
0104 70 673 
7 x 10 = 2 46 657 
TABLE 49 
Nitrosation of ethanol {Q°5 M) at Q°07 M and 25°C 
THF] (M) k 0 ( s = 1 ) 
0 54° 3 
0°5 4S°8 
1°Q 38=2 
1°5 34°7 
1°75 31°4 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Esiperiiaenital D e t a i l s 
-12©-
5 0 l o Reagents used 
I n t h i s work 0 a l l t h e compounds have been used 
d i r e c t l y as t h e a n a l y t i c a l grade reagent except i n t h e f o l l o w i n g cases*, 
( i ) DMSO solvento This was used as a medium f o r deraitrosation i n chapter one,. 
The solvent i s very hygroscopic and was d i s t i l l e d under reduced pressure over 
133 
calcium hydride and s t o r e d i n a desiccator before use<, 
134 
( i i ) N=Methyl N=niteQsoaniline<, This wao prepared by the method o f Vogel i 0 e 0 
by d i r e c t n i t r o s a t i o n o f N=saethyl a n i l i n e 0 Owing t o t h e p o t e n t i a l l y carcinogenic 
p r o p e r t i e s o f t h i s compound;, - great ear© has been taken i n handling it<, Disposable 
rubber gloves were «sedp and any s o l u t i o n s which may have contained t h e compound 
VS&KQ disposed o f i n a d s n i t r o s a t i o n m i x t u r e c o n t a i n i n g s u l p h u r i c acid„ h a l i d e and 
a s u i t a b l e n i t r i t e t r a p e 0 g 0 hydrazine*, 
( i i i ) p a r a ~ S u b s t i t u t e d a n i l i n e s D Those were used f o r t h e s t u d i o s i n chapter two 0 
They were obtained as the c o E j a e r c i a l l y produced compound and p u r i f i e d b e fore use 
o i t h e i r by d i s t i l l a t i o n under reduced pressure o r by r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from ethanol 
o r ethanol-=watcr m i x t u r e as a p p r o p r i a t e 0 
( i v ) The s o l u t i o n s o f hydrogen c h l o r i d e i n DMSO were prepared by bubbling HC1 gas 
from a c y l i n d e r through s u l p h u r i c a c i d ( f o r d r y i n g purposes) and then through a 
lar g e r KouncMbottomed f l a s k t o prevent suek^back, and f i n a l l y i n t o t h e E M S Q o The 
a c i d i t y being determined by t i t r a t i o n i n t h e normal way 0 
5 o 2 o Determination o f observed r a t e constants 
I n t h i s rark0 the c o n d i t i o n s under which the 
r e a c t i o n s have beeza s t u d i e d ensure f i r s t order k i n e t i c s ^ i 0 e 0 i n a r e a c t i o n 
A <?==€> B^one reacta n t (A) i s i n l a r g e esacess over the o t h e r ( B ) 5 and the observed 
r a t e constant i s given by the r a t e o f disappearance o f t h e l e s s conc<sratrated 
roa c t a n t ( B ) c The r a t e constants foavo been deteiaaineel by measuring t h e change ©f 
absorbance i n the u 0 v 0 = v i s i b l e r e g i o n o f B ( o r i n some cases s one o f t h e products) 
w i t h t i E S p g i v i n g an escponential r e l a t i o n s h i p as expected f o r a f i r s t order k i n e t i c 
process,, Absorbance measurements boar a d i r e c t r e l a t i o n s h i p t o c o n c e n t r a t i o n o f 
SufcsfAte accercU^ ^ Bee*- - LUJ** Uz^ OiJL^tM^'p / 
- 1 2 J -> 
a " E d 
a - absorbance csstimctiora c o e f f i c i e n t 1 a path l e a g t h 
For a r e a c t i o n ^ A >B 
I , s L = A. 
i t i e r e B s eo n c s n t r a t i o n o f B a t t i o o t cetCo 
0 0 0 
0 :A 0 
a_ s absorbable© a t t i s e t 0 
a t " f A A t * E B i 
a s £ A = £ A A t e B t 
- (a^ => a \ 
t = = = = = 
<*A " £B> 
Nowp f o r a f i r s t order r e a c t i o n 0 
1 A, 
t 
1 m ( ^ = a j 
So i f we determine a^ p and ws o b t a i n an isastantaeows value f o r k a t 
time t = t o SiRce 0 from t h e above e^preGGionj 
I n ( a t - ) a ~ k Q t -i- l n ( a Q = a ^ ) 
a p l o t ©f = l n ( a •=> a ^ ) vs t m i l g i v e the observed r a t e constant from t h e clop<2o 
Some examples f r o s a c t u a l k i n e t i c xuns are given below 0 
Bgcaraplc 1 
Dsmitrosation o f N~methyl N<=nitrosoaniline i n a s o l u t i o n o f 
10%(V/V) a c e t i c acid~water p w i t h Q°34 Br" p 1°1M H„SQ. and 5 x 10 = 3M NaN.o 
Absorbance measurements Kcade on a * Beckmaran' type 25 recording spectrophotometer,, 
See f i g I Sand page 51© . 
Time (rains) a t - l n ( a t = a ^ ) 
I 
0 o«8i3' 
2 Q°76 1°11 2°83 
4 0 6 7 1°43 2°75 
6 0°602 1°76 2° 75 
8 OS52 2° 10 2° 77 
10 Q°518 2° 43 2=77 
12 0°493 2° 76 2° 76 
14 0°477 3° 06 2° 73 
16 0°463 3° 41 2° 75 
18 Q°4S4 3° 73 2° 74 
CO Q°43 = 
1 
This gives k = (2°76±Q°03) ss 10° sec' 
\ c o 
<05 
%— 
CD 
8 
10 05 
v9 
8 
o ro m 
The i n d i v i d u a l r a t e constants a t each t i s c I n t e r v a l are not normally c a l c u l a t e d ^ 
but have been shoxan here t o g i v e aim impression o f the e r r o r margin obtained i n a 
r u n 0 g e n e r a l l y about t 1%0 Rate constants are repr o d u c i b l e t o w i t h i n t 5% f o r 
repeated runs on t h e Beckmairin instrument „ 
Example 2 
The d i r e c t n i t r o s a t i o n o f methanol by n i t r o u s a c i d a t 25^Co 
4M methanol;, OQ48M H 0 0°04M NaN02o This i s a much more r a p i d r e a c t i o n than t h e 
f i r s t example^ and i s f o l l o w e d on a stoppod=flow spectrophotometer 0 The absorbance 
i s given as a vo l t a g e change on an o s c i l l o s c o p e screen., There i s a background • 
vol t a g e (5V) across the p h o t o r a u l t i p l i e r and a l i n e a r r e l a t i o n s h i p between absorbance 
and v o l t a g e if? o n l y given i f t h e v o l t a g e change i s l e s s than 10% o f the background 
voltageo Therefore concentrations are adjusted so t h a t a v o l t a g e change o f l e s s 
than 0°5V i s observed,, Owing t o t h e e r r o r s i n measuring f a s t r e a c t i o n s ^ the \ 
i n d i v i d u a l runs are repeated several times and an average obtained,, The r a t e 
constants are c a l c u l a t e d i n e x a c t l y t h e sasse way as f o r the f i r s t ejsample0 a p l o t 
o f =ln(V^. = V M ) vs time being Bade p vahere V = voltage,, The r a t e constants f o r 
t h i s example have been c a l c u l a t e d on a computers 
RUM Is 
V{mV) 330 270 220 180 ISO 135 75 
t(ms) 0 5 10 IS 20 25 0 0 
k s 61°7 s = 1 0 
RUN 2% 
V(mV) 360 285 235 190 160 140 75 
t(ms) 0 5 10 15 20 25 OS3 
k„ = 59°6 0 
RUN 3% 
V(mV) 360 295 240 200 165 145 90 
t ( a s ) 0 5 10 15 20 25 00 
RUN 4s 
V(mV) 375 300 245 2C0 175 155 95 
t(ras) 0 5 10 15 20 25 oQ 
It a 62° 2 s = 1 o 
=•1 
Average k^ = 62°Q3ri°4 s 
Ejguepl_e_g 
A few k i n e t i c rans i n t h i s tcoxk have i n v o l v e d r a t h e r slow r e a c t i o n 
i n nfliich i t i s d i f f i c u l t to estimate a c c u r a t e l y t h e absorbance a t i n f i n i t y o Some 
o f these runs have been c a r r i e d out on a Beckmamn spectrophotometer a t f i x e d 
wavelength and ot h e r s on an SP-800 instrument by scanning t h e spectrum between 200= 
3Q0rm a t f i x e d time i n t e r v a l s using an auatoaatic tinner c An a l t e r n a t i v e k i n e t i c 
135 
method i s applxed t o these slow r e a c t i o n s ~ t h e Guggenheim aethod 0 Khida does 
not r e q u i r e an absolute estimate o f t h e i n f i n i t y v a l u e D Absorbanee measurements 
are taken a t t i n e s t D t 0 t e t c and a t t i n e s ( t * A ) c ( t - > & ) 0 ( t e t c 
i-inere h, i s approximately two half=lives<> At time t 0 t h e absorbance i s a t a^ and 
at time ( t -J-A ) t h e absorbance i s a° o 
t 
For a f i r s t order r e a c t i o n A c=>B§ 
=kt 
\ 3 V 
=kt 
t oo 0 
< at - a V " <*0 = % ) e = 
So a p l o t o f I n (a =• a') vs t m i l g i v e k 0 Sor.c data i s given below f o r t h e de-ls t o 
- n i t r o o a t i o n o f E*=aethyl N - n i t r o s o a n i l i n e i n DMSO s o l v e n t 0 [ f i C l ] ~ 1°13M0 
[KMNA] s 1°3 as 10°%lg [smlphaaic a c i d ] s 0°2Mo 
•12&= 
Tim® (lainu) 
0 0°87Q 0°879 
2 0°818 0°987 
4 Q°780 1°Q16 
6 0°727 1°133 
8 Q°689 1°2Q1 
10 Q°651 1°287 
12 Q°621 1°351 
14 O 590 1°419 
16 Q°563 1°496 
18 0°537 1°570 
20 Q°S15 1°614 
M 0=455 
32 Q°43B 
i $ Q°418 
B& 0°405 
38 0°388 
40 0° 375 
42 Q°362 
44 0°348 
•% 0° 339 
48 0° 329 
50 0° 316 
Fsrcn tine ni©pc?p h. ~ 6°55 = 0°03 25 10°* : esc' 
=12^= 
5 o 3 o Experimental dete_g3gi]aatioCT o f r a t e oonstamts 
(a) Conventional UoV„ spectrophotometry,, 
This method ras used f o r the d e n i t r o g a t i o n o f 
N-methyl E ^ n i t r o s o a n i l i n e (NMNA)0 S o l u t i o n s ware made up i n e i t h e i r water 0 DMSOj, 
DMSO= water or a c e t i c aeid=water solvents,, An appro p r i a t e s o l u t i o n (taken from 
several stock s o l u t i o n s ) was made nap coiratairaing a l l t h e reagents except t h e nitros©= 
=.amine„ The s o l u t i o n was thermostatted i n a water bath a t 31^C f o r 15mins before 
commencing the r e a c t i o n by adding t h e nitrosoamineo 1 ml o f NMNA s o l u t i o n was 
added using an 0 Eppendorf 1 1 spring=loading p i p s t f t e raith a disposable t i p p ensuring 
r a p i d and safe d e l i v e r y from a stock s o l u t i o n o f NMNA„ The s o l u t i o n was shaken 
and r a p i d l y t r a n s f e r r e d t o a 1cm s i l i c a c u v e t t e and placed i n a the thermostatted 
b l o c k o f the Beckmann model 2 5 spectrophotometer This meant t h a t t h e f i r s t 
5=10 seconds o f t h e r e a c t i o n was missed 0 but i n most cases t h i s was not s i g n i f i c a n t 0 
The r e a c t i o n was f o l l o w e d by observing t h e disappearance o f the nitrosoamine absorb = 
=anoe 0 I n water t h i s absorbs a t a maximum o f 270nmp and i n n>SO and a c e t i c a c i d 
t h e r e i s l i t t l e s h i f t i n t h e wavelength,, I n DMSO i t was necessary t o f o l l o w t h e 
r e a c t i o n a t 30OniQ due t o i n t e r f e r e n c e by a sulphataic a c i d peako 
(b) Stopp©d=»flow spectrophotometryo 
The conventional u 0 v 0 spectrophotometer i s not 
s u i t a b l e f o r r e a c t i o n s w i t h h a l f ~ l i v e s much below 10 seeonds p nor i s i t s u i t a b l e 
f o r r e a c t i o n s i n which t h e r e ©ay o n l y be very small acounts o f s o l u t i o n a v a i l a b l e 
(e0g„ enzyme studies) 0 A more s o p h i s t i c a t e d technique may be employed here •= 
stopped=flow spectrophotometry,, This SIIQI-JO l a r g e numbers o f runs t o be performed 
consesis. t i v e l y tsdth very l i t t l e m ixing time,, The reagents are kept i n two hyp©» •= 
=dermic syringes which are Euunted on a bloc k w i t h a set ©£ p a r a l l e l guids rods 
and are pushed Eaumaily o r a u t o m a t i c a l l y t o evenly d e l i v e r t h e s o l u t i o n s along a 
c e n t r a l tube and i n t o a t h i r d s y r inge ( f i g 1? ) c Before the s o l u t i o n s are pushed 
i n g t h e r e w i l l already be a majsimum co n c e n t r a t i o n o f product (from t h e previous 
run) a t p o i n t P 0 As th e unreacted s o l u t i o n s are pushed ira„ a t p o i n t P t h e 
12U 
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i 
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FIG 17% STOPPED-FLOW SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
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maximum con c e n t r a t i o n o f product w i l l be replaced by an i n c r e a s i n g l y weaker 
s o l u t i o n o f product and t h e v o l t a g e across t h e p h o t o s i u l t i p l i e r which monitors 
t h e l i g h t source t h a t passes through P w i l l increase ( i f we are l o o k i n g a t the 
absorbanc© o f the product) 0 i 0 e 0 t h e r e i s a 0 <3SEKxa$ocvS3©!ni jump' and t h e r e roaches 
a p o i n t where a steady=state i s maintained (see f i g I ? ) 0 I f t h e f l o w i s suddenly 
stopped then the concentration o f product w i l l r e l a x back t o i t 0 s o r i g i n a l value 
and we see a decay s i g n a l on the o s c i l l o s c o p e screen which i s t r i g g e r e d t o respond 
as soon as t h e f l o w i s stoppedo Readings are then taken from t h e o s c i l l o s c o p e 
traceo 
I n a t y p i c a l r u n s t h e sodium n i t r i t e s o l u t i o n i s kept i n one syringe 
and a s o l u t i o n c o n t a i n i n g a l l o t h e r reagents i s kept i n t h e other., Reagent conc= 
=>entrations are halved when they pass together i n t o t h e c e l l o The instrument used 
0 
i n t h i s work was a "Nortech 0 SF=3 system w i t h t h e n n o s t a t t i n g t o iO°l C0 The r a t e 
constant a t CpC (page M3 ) was determined by i n j e c t i n g l i q u i d n i t r o g e n i n t o a Dewer 
f l a s k which contains a r e s e r v o i r i n which t h e c e l l ( a t p o i n t P along t h e c e n t r a l 
tube) i s immersed i n l i q u i d p a r a f f i n which makes a good thermos t a t t i n g f l u i d Q 
The c o r r e c t wavelength i s provided by a s u i t a b l e l a m p = f i l t e r arrangement^ a deuterium 
lamp being used f o r u„v 0 s t u d i e s (i 0e<, wavelengths below S^ Onm),, a tungsten lamp 
i s used f o r higher wavelengths,, The wavelengths used i n chapter two f o r t h e study 
o f t h e formation o f A r & 2 by d i a z o t i s a t i o n were determined by a previous workero 
The wavelength o f t h e S=nitroso compounds s t u d i e d i n chapter t h r e e were determined 
by s i o p l y c a r r y i n g out the n i t r o s a t i o n i n a f l a s k and o b t a i n i n g Awa/ o n a 
conventional u 0 v 0 spectrophotometer 0 
5 o 4 o E r r o r treatment 
( i ) The standard e r r o r o f t h e mean (is) o f a s e r i e s o f values x Bx 0x 0 O O O O o 0 i s 
I 6 J 
given by <0"\Jfin'. g where (J* i s t h e standard d e v i a t i o n o f t h e Eoan and n = m> o f 
values,, The standard d e v i a t i o n i s given by 3 
T h e r e f o r e 0 f o r example i n a set o f r a t e eanstants D the mean value i s given i n t h e 
f o r o z l ^ |/J^o 
( i i ) The least=squares l i n e i s t h e b e s t = f i t t i n g l i n e o f t h e form y s •> c t o 
a given set o f d a t a Q The clops i s given by§ 
r- C r x ) ( i a ) 
- ~ 
t h e i n t e r c e p t i c given by5 c = y = mx 
- I y i - I 3 8 ! vfoere p y = • = x = ===== y ' n n 
The e r r o r i n t h e i n t e r c e p t and slope i s given by measuring the standard d e v i a t i o n 
i n the slopes and i n t e r c e p t s o f a s s r i e s o f l i n e s t h a t go through t h e c a l c u l a t e d 
"best" i n t e r c e p t o r slope a t each i n d i v i d u a l p o i n t 0 
= A" 
N ~ no o f p o i n t s N Yl ^  ~ ( ^ x ^ 
The standard e r r o r o f t h e slope i s ~ 0"^ j Jn 
Similarly,, the variance o f t h e I n t e r c e p t i s given b y j 
% s. • 
S C A 
( l i i ) Weighted least<=squares regression a n a l y s i s ^ 
I n the double r e c i p r o c a l p l o t s in chapter 
t«o and t h r e e 9 the p o i n t s tead t o be "crowded 0 a t one end o f t h e scale? w i t h 
one o r t r a polrats eruch f u r t h e r oMto A small e r r o r i n t h i s l a t t e r p o i n t E^ ay l e a d 
t o a considerable e r r o r i n t h e slope and so i t i s icore s a t i s f y i n g t o use a 
' s t a t i s t i c a l 5 w e i g h t i n g 0 on t h e score c l o s e l y grouped p o i n t s ^ T h i s method i s 
136 
c a l l e d a weighted l i n e a r regression a n a l y s i s and i s o f t e n used t o analyse 
data from enzyme k i n e t i c essperiaeratSo 
The slope i s given by§ 
ha = 
VJ s weig h t i n g f a c t o r - ' / $ 1 
I n t e r c e p t (c) ™ y => BOX 
3 z * r 2-
E r r o r i n the slope E (J(^0/^ 
where „ . ^ 2 . 
andu 
tfL r 
Ervo 
n - a. 
RBFERjgOjS 
jLo There are many accounts o f t h e carcinogenic p r o p e r t i e s o f N=nitroso 
compounds0 Some are l i s t e d here5 
(a) GoAoDigonis & C0H0Issidores^ Bio-organic Chera0 8 P . 9 7 p 1 9 7 9 0 
(b) PoNoMagee 6. J,MoBames f B r i t J c Cancer 1 0 p 1 1 4 D - 1 9 5 6 „ 
( c ) WoLijinsky & SoS„Epstein t Nature p 2 1 p 2 2 5 p 1 9 7 0 o 
(d) PoDoLawley & P cBrookes, Biochem Jo 8 9 p 1 2 7 0 1 9 6 3 0 
2a HoAlpen & J„ToEdward / Can Jo Chem 4 8 p 1 5 4 3 0 1 9 7 0 o 
3 0 EoMoBurgess & JoMoLavarish, TetoLetto 1 2 2 1 s 1 9 6 4 „ 
4 „ E 0C 0SoJones & JoKenner,J„C<,S°p 7 1 1 p 1 9 3 2 „ 
5 o EoYoBelyaoV;, To l o N i k u l i c h e v a & B.Ao Porai=Koshits D Zh 0Org 0Khiiao 5 P 2 1 4 1 p 
1 9 6 5 < , 
60 ToAoMeyerp PhoDo t h e s i s p Univ Q o f Durham p 1 9 8 1 0 
7o B o C o C h a l l i s & MoRoOsborne 0 J . C S o P e r k i n II„ 1 5 2 6 D 1 9 7 3 o 
8 0 GoButtner e t al„ Chem B@rp 1 0 4 0 1 1 1 8 9 1 9 7 1 0 
9 „ W=SoLayne 0 HoHLJaffe & H°Zimracrs JoA.CoS. 8 5 P 1 8 1 6 p 1 9 6 3 0 
1 0 o CoGoSwain & C B o S c o t t p JoAoCS* 7 5 D 1 4 1 p 1 9 5 3 » 
1 1 0 DoLoHoWilliamSp JoC»S=Perkin 1 I C 1 2 8 P 1 9 7 7 c 
1 2 0 IoD 0Biggs & DoLoHoWilliamSp JoC.SoPerkin H p 1 0 7 p 1 9 7 5 0 
1 3 o GoHallet & D„LoHoWilliaiasp J » C o S . P e r k i n U p 6 2 4 p 1 9 8 0 o 
1 4 0 E o K a l a t z i s & J o H o R i d d p J „ C o S 0 ( B ) 0 5 2 9 a 1 9 6 6 o 
J L 5 0 ToA,Meyor 0 G o H a i l e t & DoLoHoWilliamSp IARC syrup , f^JJUe^u 3 I . I ftftc , L ^ , | ^ 0 p j i 
1 6 o D o L o H o W i l l i a r a s J„C=SoPerkin I X P 1 8 3 8 p 1 9 7 6 0 
! 7 o B o C C h a l l i S p OienioCommSp 6 2 7 p 1 9 7 2 Q 
1 8 o D.Fo Heath p Bioehem Jo 8 5 p 7 2 p 1 9 6 2 0 
1 9 o A s r e f 60 
2Qo l o D o B i g g s & DoLoHoWilliamsj, J o C o S o P e r k i n M p 6 9 1 p 1 9 7 6 c 
2 1 o " " " " 4 4 p 1 9 7 7 0 
2 2 „ " " " " 6 0 1 p 1 9 7 6 o 
2 3 0 WoLijinsky & Ho W»Taylor( I n t JoCancer 16 P 318 p 1975o 
24 a JoRoPersrottj, GoStedman & NoUysal p JoCoS=Dalton p 2058 p 1976o 
250 JoRoPerrott & GoStedman p J»Inorg 0NuCoChem p 39 p 325 p 1977 0 
26„ DoLcHoWilliams JoCoSoPerkin I I P 128 p 1977 0 
27o G o E l l i s o n & D„LoHoWilliams P JoCoSoPerkin I I P 699 p 1981 0 
28c DoLoHoWilliamo IntoJoChemoKinetics p 7„ 215 0 1975» 
29o S.S.Johal sDoLoHoWilliams & EoBuncel p JoC=S»PerkinIIB 165 0 1980 o 
30o EoDoHughes & CoKoIngold p JoCoSo P 255 s 1935 Q 
31 o EoGrunivald & SoWinstein p JoAoCoSo 70» 846 0 1948 0 
32 0 EoMoKowoserp JoAoCoSo 8 0 B 3253 0 1958<> 
33 0 KoDimroth e t a l p Ann0Chem0 661 p 1 P 1963= 
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LBCTURES^AND SEMINARS 
Lectures given to the Durham university chemical society 1979=82 
Oct 18^1979 
Oct J?J5^JL979 
Nov 1„ 1979 
Nov 8 0 1979 
Nov 15„ 1979 
Jan 24 g 1980 
Feb 14 0 1980 
Dr GoCamerosi (Aberdeen) g "Synthetic Polymers" 0 
Prof PoGrey (Leeds)s " O s c i l l a t o r y Combustion reactions"o 
Dr JoAshby ( L C . L Toxicologies! laboratory)? "Does 
Chemically=Induced cancer make sense"? 
Prof JoH»Turnbull ( R o M o C o Shrivenham ) ; "Luminescence of drugs" o 
Prof E o A o V o Ebsworth (Edinburgh)s "Stay s t i l l you brutesThe 
shape of s i s p l e s i l y l complexes,," 
Prof R„ J.PoWilliams (Oxford) s "On f i r s t looking into bilogy's 
chemistry" <, Liversidge lectureo 
Prof GoGamlen (Salford) s "A yarn vdth a nexv twist-Fibres and t h e i r 
uses"o 
Feb 23„ 1980 Dr MoLoHoGreen (Oxford)s "Synthesis of highly reactive organic 
compounds using metal vapours" <> 
Feb 28„ 1980 Prof S„F<,AoKettle (East Anglia) s "Molecular shape D structure 
and chezaical blindness" 0 
March 6fl 1980 Prof WoDoOllis (S h e f f i e l d ) % "Novel Eolecular rearrangements"o 
Oct 16 n 1980 Dr DcMaas (Salford)s "Reactions a gc=go"0 
Cgt ^ 3n_1980 Prof ToMoSugden (Cambridge) % "Reactions i n flames" 0 
Oct 30 3 1980 Prof NoGrassie (Glasgow) % "Inflammability hazards i n eoscsaercial 
polymers"o 
Nov 6 p 1980 Prof A„GoSykes (Newcastle)% "Metalloprotoinss An inorganic 
cheaiotc approach" 0 
Dec 1980 
Jan 22„ 1931 n 1 Prof BoA„Dawes (Hull)s "Msgie and Bystery through the ageo" 
Jan 2 9 p 1 9 8 1 Mr HoJ»FoMacLean ( L C I . Agricultural division)? "Managing 
ths chemical industry i n the 1 9 8 0 ' s " o 
Feb 5„ 1 9 8 1 Prof FoGoA„Stone ( B r i s t o l ) s "Chemistry of carbon to metal t r i p l e 
bonds"o 
Feb 1 2 „ _ 1 9 8 1 Dr I 0Fleming (Cambridge)s "Some uses of s i l i c o n cosispounds i n 
organic synthesis"o 
Feb 1 2 ^ 1 9 8 1 Prof WoPoJencks (Bradeis p U o S o A o ) s "When i s an intrmediate 
not an intermediate"« 
May l n 1 9 8 1 Prof MoGordon (Essex)s "Do s c i e n t i s t s have to count?", 
Oct 2 2 „ 1 9 8 1 Dr PoJoCorish (Dunlop)% "What would l i f e be l i k e without 
rubber"„ 
Oct 2 9 J 7 _ 1 9 8 1 Miss JoMoCronyn (Durham) s "Chemistrty i n Archeology" „ 
Nov 1 2 „ 1 9 8 1 Prof AoIoSoott (Edinburgh) s "An organic chemist 0s view of l i f e 
through the NoM=Ro tube"o 
Kov 1 9 n 1 9 8 1 Prof BoLoShaw (Leeds) s "Big rings and metal-carbon bond formation,," 
Dec 3„ 1 9 8 1 Dr WoOoOrd (Northunjbria water authority) s "The role of the 
s c i e n t i s t i n a regional water authority"» 
Jan 2 8 n _ 1 9 8 2 Prof J o F e l l s (Neivcastle) s "Balancing the energy equations" <> 
Feb 1 1 n 1 9 8 2 Dr DoWoTurner (Oxford) s "Photoolectroms i n a strong Kiagnetic 
f i e l d " a 
Feb 1 8 g 1 9 8 2 Prof R 0K 0Harris (East Anglia) s "NoM„R„ i n the 1 9 8 0 ' s " o 
Feb 2 5 „ 1 9 8 2 Prof RoOoCoNorman (York) % "Turning points and challenges for 
the organic chemist"o 
March 4 a _ 1 9 8 2 Dr RoWhyaian ( l o C o l o Runcorn) s "Making metal c l u s t e r s vcork"0 
Research Collgquia given to the Department of C^&3±stzy_197^82 
21 Kov„ 1979 
2® Nov„ 1979 
5 Dec D 1979 
12 Dec a 1979 
19 Dec n 1979 
6 Feb„ 1980 
14 May 1980 
21 May 1980 
10 J u l y 9 1980 
Dr J o M i l l e r (Bergen); "Photochemical reactions of Anffionia", 
Dr BoCox ( S t i r l i n g ) ; "Maerobycyclic Cryptate complexes" a 
Dr GXoEastffiond (Liverpool)s "Synthesis and properties 
of some multicomporacnt polymers" a 
Dr C o X o R a t c l i f f e s "Rotor motions i n solids"„ 
Dr KoEoNeisEan (Lausamine) % "High pressure noEn or 0 for f a s t 
reaction mechanisms"« 
Dr JoMoEoQuirke (Durham) % "Degredation of chlorophyl«=A i n 
sediments"o 
Dr RoHutton (Water associates;, UoSoA 0)s "Recent developments 
i n HPLC"o 
Dr ToW 0Rentley (Swansea) % "Medium & Structural e f f e c t s i n 
s o l v o l y t i c reactions"o 
Prof Podes Marteaii (Hoidelburg)s "Developments i n QrganonitrogCT 
fluorine chemistry" 0 
Oct 7 g 1 9 8 0 Prof T o F e h l e r (Notre Dame9UoSoAo)s "Mettaloboraraes-cages or 
coordination compounds" 0 
Oct 15 „ 1 9 8 0 Dr RoAlder ( B r i s t o l ) s "Medium ring b i c y c l i c molecules",, 
Nov 1 2 n 1980 Dr MoGsrlock (Cambridge) s "Magraetochczaistry i s about dhoaistry",, 
Nov 1 9 3 1 9 8 0 Dr ToGilchriot (Liverpool)? "Nitroso=olefino as synthetic 
intermediates"» 
Dec 3 0 1 9 8 0 Dr JoAoConrtor (Manchester) s "Thermochemistry of t r a n s i t i o n metal 
compounds"o 
Dec 181, 1 9 8 0 Dr R<,F<,Evans (Adelaide) s "The Australian journal of f a i l e d 
chemistry"o 
Feb 1 8 n 1 9 8 1 Prof SoFoAoKettle (Eaot A n g l i a ) s "Variation^ of the molecular 
dance at the c r y s t a l b a l l " 0 
Feb 2 5 n 1 9 8 1 Dr KoBowden (Essex)s "Transmission of polar e f f e c t s of sub= 
=stituents" 0 
Mar 4 n 1 9 8 1 Dr S a .Craddock (Edinburgh)% "Pseudo=linear pseudohalides" 0 
Mar 1 1 n 1 9 8 1 Dr JoFoStddart ( I 0 C . I 0 ) s "Stereochemistry of synthetic molecular 
receptors"o 
Mar 1 8 p 1 9 8 1 Dr P 0J DSmith (IntoTin research i n s t ) s "Organotin compounds",, 
A p r i l 9 g 1 9 8 1 Dr WoHoMeyer (Zurich) "Properties of aligned polyacetylenG" 0 
May 6 „ 1 9 8 1 Prof MoSzwarz "Ions and ion=pairs" 0 
June 1 0 n 1 9 8 1 Dr JoRose ( L C o L ) "New engineering plastics"„ 
June 17„_ 1 9 8 1 Dr PoMoreau (Montpellier) s "P@rfluoro=organometallic cheMstry" 0 
June 2 6 p 1 9 8 1 Prof AoPoSchaap (UoSoOffice of Naval research)s "Molecular 
dynamics i n molecular c r y s t a l s " 0 
Oct 1 4 P J 1 9 8 1 Prof EoKluk (Katowice) s "Chsmilumincscence & Photooxidation"» 
O c t _ 2 8 o 1 9 8 1 Dr R o J o H o C l a r k (University college^ London)s "Resonance 
Raman spectroscopy" 0 
Nov 6 0 1 9 8 1 Dr WoModdeman (Monsato lafos 0 St Louisj, Missouri)s "High energy 
materials'^ 
Nov 18 „ 1981 Prof Mo J <, Perkins (Chelsea college)? "Spin trapping and Nitroxide 
radicals",, 
Nov 25 g 1981 Dr MoBaird (Newcastle); "Intramolecular reactions of carbenes 
and carbenoids"o 
Dec 2„ 1981 Dr CBearason (Durham); "Photoelectron spectroscopy i n a strong 
magnetic field"« 
Nov 3Qn 1981 Dr BoToHeaton (Kent); " N o M o R o studies of carfoonyl c l u s t e r s " o 
Jan 20 n 1982 Dr MoRoBryce (Durham); "Organic metals"o 
Jan 27 n 1982 Dr DoLoHoWilliams (Durham); "Nitrosation & nitrosoamines" 0 
Feb 3 C 1982 Dr DoParker (Durham); "Modern methods of determining 
enantiomeric p u r i t y " 0 
Feb 10„ 1982 Dr DoPethrick (Strathclyde)% "Conformation of small and large 
molecules"« 
Feb 17 0 1982 Prof DoToClark (Durham)i "Studies of surfaces by ESCA"0 
Feb 24 n 1982 Dr L»Field (Oxford); "Application of NoM»Ro to biosynthetic 
s t u d i e s on p e n i c i l l i n " 0 
Mar 3fl 1982 Dr PoBamfield ( L C o L Organics); "Computer aided design i n 
synthetic organic chemistry"» 
Mar 17 n 1982 Prof RoJoHaines (Cambridge/Natal); "Clustering around Ru^Fe 
and Rh" 0 
A p r i l 7^1982 Dr A Q Pensak (Dupont^ USA); "Computer aided synthesis'^ 
May jn__1982 Dr GoTennant (Edinburgh); "The aromatic n i t r o group i n heterc= 
=>cyclic reactions"o 
May_ 7_g_1982 Dr CoDoGarner (Manchester); "Molybdenum centres i n enzymes"« 
May_26j) 1982 Dr AoWelch (Edinburgh) s "Conformation and di s t o r t i o n i n 
Carbometalloboranes"» 
induction course .for research students; October 1979 
1 0 Safety i n the laboratories 
2 0 E l e c t r i c a l equipment 
3o Chromatographic service 
4„ Analytical service 
So Mass spectrometry 
6 0 N0M0R0 spectrometry 
7 0 Glassblovdng 
